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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
11

\'Je are all parts of Christ's body. and it takes

every one of us to make it complete, for we each have difficult work to do."

Romans 12:4, The Living Bible.

As Christians we are the body of Christ.

Our calllng

as individuals and our mission as a church will be accomplished only so well as each of us, as parts of the body,
are functioning in ministry.

\'le

each have God-given gifts

and we are called to use these gifts in service to each
other and the world.

This concept of lay ministry and its im-

portance in the life of the church needs strong and continuing emphasis.

Our Christian communities should mean love

and support for its members, but it should also provide a
challenge to serve and the expression of a certain level of
expectation.

As part of this, the church must both encourage

Christian commitment and develop methods to sustain and
nurture it as well.

Here~

the major role of the clergy is

to call and equip lay people for service.

Both clergy and

lay people must learn to trust the ministry to the laity
through the guidance and power of the Holy Spirit.

We need

to be able to take risks, admit and forgive failures and
learn from mistakes.
A church can be either focused in nature, where one
man is the central focus and those things that happen do so
1
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primarily because of his motivation and persuasiony or it can
be broadly based with much of the leadership, energy, ideas
and motivation coming from the lay people.

Recognition of

this second type leads a church to become a training church,
dedicated to equipping the laity for ministry.
There seems little doubt that with prayer and thought
we can make significant progress in helping our laity to
become more effective ministers.

STATEMENT OF THE S'I'UDY
The purpose of this study is to assist the clergy
in developing a program that vvill train the laity for the
task of ministry.
never before.

Today 1 s world challenges the church as

It is now clear to leaders that the future of

the church lies with the Christian layman.

Out of this emergffi

the fact that a trained laity is the need of the hour.
''I~Jhy

is it that he gave us these
special abilities to do certain
things best? It is that God's
people will be equipped to do better work for him, building up
the church, the body of Christ,
to a position of strength and
maturity.''
Ephesians 4:12, The Living Bible

JUSTIFICATION OF THE srrUDY
The impetus for this study is due to the lay training
program that has been develo

d and initiated at the S

rn

Evangelical Church of North America, with the guidance of the
Pacific Conference.

The program development was the response

to the great need of training laity.

The church is now
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offering this program as an inspiring venture in superior
training for the laity.
The program is built on the conviction that leadership is both a quality of Christian life and a working knowledge of the methods required for effective service.
Because of the effects on the laity of the Salem
Evangelical Church in which the laity has risen to the challenge of being trained, the Director of Christian Education
of the Pacific Conference of the Evangelical Church has inquired about the program and asked that the program be written up for further study and implementation in other Evangelical churches.
The program is called SALT.

DEFINITION OF KEY TERMS
For the purpose of clarity and understanding, the
following terms are defined as they are used in this analysis.
Analysis.

Separation of anything into its parts or

elements.
Laity, laymen,

~people,

laywomen.

These terms

are used intermittently in the paper, referring to any person
outside the particular profession of the clergy, with the
exception of those who have not completed their high school
education.
Ministry.

This word is used in terms of service or

expression by the laity in fulfilling their God-given gifts.

It refers to an ability that is their 1 s to use in Christian
service.
S.I.\.LT.

The acronym stands for School for Adult Lea-

dership Training.
:r

The purpose of this school is that of

pre paring God 1 s people for the worlc of Christ :tan service.··

Ephes:lans 4:12.
SALT :ls bu:Ll t on the conv:Lct :Lon that leaders hlp is
both a quality of Chr:lstlan life and a work:lng knowledge of
the methods required for effective service.
SALT v1:lll tra:ln the laymen and vwmen j_n effective
methods for Christ:lan service, provide personal enrichment
and Chr:Lstian growth, and will assist the layman in the
d

covery of his g:lfts and abillties.
rl'he SAL'I' program suggestf3 four prln.cipa1 areas of

study:

Bible, Chrlstlan Life, Church, and Ministry.

Of

these four areas of study, seven areas of service are taught:
Ambassadors, Mus:Lcians, Parish Shepherds, Special Services,
Teachers of Adults, Teachers of Children and Youth, and
Women 1 s Ministries programs.

These are the areas of service

that the Salem Church feels are of importance to thelr minlstry.
Each partlclpant ls urged to choose an area of servlce
which he or she w:lll give two years of time and study.

After

fourteen hours of classroom work, the Intern Level of achievement ls reached.
Intern are:

The levels of achievement beyond that of

Commlssion Level and Lay Pastor Level.

Each
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of these achievement levels will be discussed in Chapter
Three.
The SALT program is scheduled to operate on three
seven-week terms

a fall, winter, and spring basis --

with one-hour class periods.

Courses are offered Wednesday

evenings and Sunday evenings, thus giving alternate opportunities for course offerings.

OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY
The major objective of this study is to assist other
churches

3

particularly of the Evangelical Church denomination,

in providing a means of training the laity for Christian
service.

Hopefully this analysis of the SALT program will

stimulate clergy and laymen alike to initiate the SALT program or produce a similar program of training in their own
church.

If this analysis proves useful in a particular church

it will become an effective tool to strengthen Christian life
by involvement in the ministry of the church.

CHAPTER II
GENERAL INFORMATION
This chapter will deal with such aspects of the
SALT program as the Director, Registrar, records, promotion,
admission, classification, and registration.

An appendix

has also been added to this chapter which will include a
registration card, promotional materials, shcedules, record
cards, evaluations, certificates.
The SALT program was born out of the need for lay
training as seen by the Pastor and his associate, partly
through their experiences at Garden Grove Community Church
Institute for Successful Church Leadership.
In order to set up a program that would meet the
particular needs of the Salem Evangelical Church, a key
layman was invited to discuss the possibilities of a training
program with the staff.

The Pastors felt a director was need-

ed other than someone already on the staff of the church.
This layman saw the great need for such a mtnistry, and
accepted the challenge as the SALT Director.
DIRECTOR
A director's responsibility is to, with the assistance
of the Pastor and the Board of Christian Education, decide
what areas of service could be outlined) dtscover a course
of study for each area, then give guidance and coordination

6
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to a schedule for the participants in the program.

Areas

of service can vary from church to church, and should alter
from church to church because of the size of

congregat~on

size and location of the building, and resources available
to teach in each area.

Here is a list of some areas of

service that could be programmed into a training program:
Church calling, music, teacher training, evangelism, literacy
tutors, lay pastoral care, ministry to single adults, special
services, counseling, and small group ministries.

The list

could be endless.
A small congregation could not afford, in time or
money, to put into operation many programs at once, where.as
a larger church could operate more areas of service because
of its resources in people to take classes, rooms to instruct
classes, and individuals to teach.
In developing a course of study for each service
area the highest regard should be to make the Bible the center of curri.culum.

Chapter Four

1;.~ill

deal with the course

of study that reflects the SALT progra::n.

rJJ:any of the clasp.es

are explained and accompanied by a syllabus.
Another task to be fulfilled by the director

~ould

be to secure instructors for each class on a one-term basls.
Care should be taken to secure individuals well enough in
advance.

This gives time for the proper preparation and

study by the instructor.

The procedure for securing an

instructor should be made by the Director.

This could be
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accomplished either through a personal visit or by letter.
Whatever method is used in contacting an instructor

the

instructions should be explicit regarding the subject matter
to be

taught~

dates and times. and number of sessions in

which to teach the course.

If the new instructor needs fur-

ther information or material, he or she should rely on the
Pastor, the church or public library, or be able to purchase
the material needed.
Instructors for classes could come from the local
church membership, or outside the church.

When at all pos-

sible in offering a course, the Director should involve
leaders in the field in which they are competent; for example,
school counselors, bankers, teachers, retired pastors.

On

occasion the instructors can be enlisted from beyond the
membership of the particular church.
REGISTRAR
In order to keep accurate records, the Director
needs a registrar to work closely with him.

This person

is involved in keeping record of the enrollee•s name, his
area of service and courses taken and completed.

The regis-

trar also is in charge of registration and collecting class
fees.

He or she takes roll call during each session; at the

completion of the term, the registrar fills out certjficates
of accomplishment.

See the appendix for samples of forms

used by the registrar.
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PROMOTION OF SALT
Promotion of a church program can be accomplished
in a variety of ways.

But regardless of the approach, some

key factors must be present --what, when, where.

As these

factors are used, the methods are numerous.
Church bulletins are one of the easiest methods of
promotion.
bulletin.

Every Sunday every family receives at least one
On occasion an insert can be added to the bulle-

tin to make special emphasis.
A second means to promote the program would be
articles and information in church newsletters.

This also

is received in the homes of all members and friends of the
church.
Another means of promotion is through special mailouts --newspaper ads and radio news.

This avenue of commu-

nication would have perhaps the greatest audience.
To keep the laity well informed, around the church
there should be a constant use of posters and bulletin
boards.

This can involve a number of people and will create

an added level of anticipation.
When introducing a new term of the school, pictures
of instructors, class schedules, and course outlines can be
used to familiarize and inform the participants.
As yet, the most thrilling means of promotion that
has been experienced at Salem Church is vwrd of mouth people telling people, friends, neighbors, Sunday Schoo1

JO

class members, and sharing in testimonies during the worship services.
The aforementioned methods are all used in the
church where this program was initiated.

Examples can be

seen in the appendix.
ADMISSION
An applicant who has finished high school may be
granted regular student status upon registration.

Because

of the work load of high school students and the course work
required for SALT classes, lt ls not recommended that those
·who are yet in their publlc schooltng participate in SALT.
There is one exception which involves the Christian Beliefs
class (Membership class).

In order to be admitted to the

SALT program an individual must enroll and pay the class
fee. ·It 1s encouraged that this program be open to all individuals who live in the community.
CLASSIFICATION
SALT operates on a three-term program, wlth onehour class periods.

Each term ls seven weeks long with a

three-week break between terms.

Classes are held on Sunday

evenings before services, and on Wednesday evenings.
Lay people are first classified as Interns when
they have completed fourteen hours of work.

When they have

finished ninety-eight hours, the Commission Level is

u
awarded.

At the completion of two hundred twenty-four

hours, the student will be at the Lay Pastor Level; this is
the highest honor of achievement given by SALT.
The following scale of grading is used:

'P' 1 is

given to those enrolled who have attended five of the seven
sessions or who have an acceptable understanding of the
subject matter as determined by the instructor.

·rNC · is

given to those who drop the course or fail to meet the
course work requirements.
REGISTRATION
Lay people should plan to register as each term
is introduced through the church newsletter or bulletin.
The laity is encouraged, if they are unable to attend all
seven sessions or have registered late in the term, to sit
in on any class for non-credit.

Reg stration forms used by

the church have been added to the appendix at the end of
this chapter.
EXPENSES
A three dollar ($3.00) enrollment fee is charged
for each class taken by any one person.
for administration costs.

This money is used

Secretarial work. paper used,

stencils cut are some examples of where these funds go.
When textbooks or course materials are needed, the enrollees
are required to purchase the materials.

If an accumulative
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amount appears in the SALT account, an honorarium can be
paid to an instructor who comes from beyond the membership
of the church.
Also, in keeping with the concern of training and
preparing God's people for work in the ministry) a scholarship fund is established to help those who need assistance
in the financial aspect.

In the situation of this writer's

church, the scholarship fund is used each term.

A financial

statement has been added to this chapter appendix for
consideration.

APPENDIX
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Promotional material - Bulletin insert

SALT

SCHOOL FOR ADULT LEADERSHIP TRAINING

6:00

sux.

7:00

8:15

ViED.

\<lED.

X

COTJRSE NA11E
Christian Beliefs (Membership CL)
no char~e - no materials
Beg. Bible Study for Laymen
Unit I - no charge no material
Sanctuary Choir
no charge - no materials
Ambassador Workshop
no materials

X

B~ble

X
X
X

X

X

Series - Unit I

X

Bible Series - Unit V
Leadership Service
no materials

X

Livino- To;:z:ether
Music Reading Made Easy
materials: $210
Parish Shepherds ~orkshop
no materials
Principals of Teaching

X

X
X

X

1974 Fall Term

nominal

char~e

for

mater~als

X

Sharing Your Faith
nominal charge for materials

X

Sma11 Grouo

Ministr~es

(X -- indicates time class is given)
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Envelope used for registration - registration fee can be
enclosed to insure payment

SALTP!?

SCHOOL FOR AVULT LEAVERSHIP TRAINING
1914 Fate. Te/1111
SUN. WED. WED.
6:00 7:00 8:15

Christian Beliefs
(Membership Class)
No Charge; no ~laterials

X

Beginning Bible Study
for Laymen - Unit I
llo Charge; no Materials

X

X

X

COURSE NA11E

Sanctuary Choir
No Charge; no Materials

X

Ambassador Workshop
No Materials

X

Bible Series - Unit I

X

X

Bible Series - Unit V

X

Living Together
Music Reading Made Easy
Materials: $2.10

X

X

Parish Shepherds WorkshoJ
No Naterials

X

Principals of Teaching
Nominal charge for
materials

X

Sharing Your Faith

X

Small Group Hinistries
(X Indicates time class is given)
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Envelope used for registration - registration fee can be
enclosed to insure payment

SCHOOL

FOR AVULT LEAVERSH!P TRA!N!NG
WhttVt Tvurr 19 7. 5

SUN. WEV. WEO. .

6:00 7:00 8:15

COURSE

Nt.ME

X

CJt.ea.ti.ve Tea.cM.n.g

X

P!Wtc-i.p.te.,o

on

Ch!rJA:ti..an

M~e

X
X

Cfvr..i..6:ti..an 8eUe6&
(f,femb~JUp Cwc)

X

Move Ahead W-Wt Poe-6-i..bdUy TIW!./Wzg

X

s.&.ee SV!.-i..u !11

X

EQ6ecti.ve Commu.ni..c.cLt-i.onh
a:td CowueUng

X
O.thVL Fa-i...tho

X
X

X
X

Pa!LU,h Sh..:.p!:Vtd

Wo~r.lu,hop

ON WEVNESVAY, .~r.egu.ta.ll B.Wte. S:tu.d.J; and P.lul!JV!.
Se.lr.v.ic.e a.t 7:00 P.M. 6oll .tho&e no-t .t:t!Wtg a
cl.a.6& , a.t no c.ha.l'..g e.

A.Uo, on Wedr.e&da.LJ a.t 8: 15 r.uU.e be. -the .lr.egu.ta.ll Sanctw:vr.y Cho-i...lr. P.~tacti.ce a.t no cha.ttge.
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Bulletin insert used for registration

REGISTRATION FORH
School For Adult Leadership Training
First Evangelical Church
Spring Term
April 6 - May 21, 1975
CLASSES

TEACHER

Sunday, 6:00 P.M.
Christian Beliefs (Membership)

Pastor Fogg

Bible, Unit VI (N.T. Epistles)

Rev. Brown

Fulfilling Womanhood

Barbara Behrens

Sharing Your Faith

Pastor Jim

Wednesday. 7:00 P.M.
Bible, Unit IV (;vlaj-1-Iin. Prophets)Pastor Fogg
Bible, Unit VI
Hymns of the Church
Dynamic Relationships

Rev. Brown
John Schmidt
Gene \·ieldon

Wednesday, 8:15 P.M.
Church History
Parent-Teen Relationships

Pastor Fogg
Pastor Jim

*********************
Name

Addr~e~s~s--------------------------------

Phone ______________~Amount Pd. ______~Date: ______
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Bulletin insert used for registration

REGISTRATION FORM
SCHOOL FOR ADULT LEADERSHIP TRAINING
First Evangelical Church
Fall Term
October 1 through November 19, 1975
CLASSES

TEACHER

Sunday, 6:00 P.M.
Robert Bo•.-1ers

Bible Study, Unit I (Genesis)
Use of the Bible

Pastor Jim

Teaching Adults

Robert 1-lood

i•lednesday, 7:00 P .N.
Bible Study, Unit V (Gospels-Acts)
Person to Person Evan~elism
(Sharing Your Faith)

Dave Draper
Ken

Reading Music
Introduction to Service Areas

~~

inke lman

John Schmidt
Darlene Bergland

Self Image in the Senior Years
Sister Gemma
(This class is for li hour session)
(Each class is $3.00 per person)
Name

Addr-e~s~s---------------------------

Phone ____________~Amount Paid ________

10
./

Bulletin insert used for registration

REGISTRATION FORM

SALT

(School for Adult Leadership Training)
FIRST EVANGELICAL CHURCH

\HnteP Term
January 11, 1976 - February 25, 1976
CLASSES
s UN'DA y

I

TSACriER
6 : 00 p • M •

Christian Beliefs

Dr. Fogg

Bible Study, Unit III
(Books of Poetry)
Introduction to Possibility
Thinking
Ensembles
~iednesda;r,

Jim Tusant
John Schmidt

7:00 P .N.

Parish Shepherds \{orkshop

Dr. Fogg

Bible Study, Unit IV
Principles of Christian
TGech!ng Children
Family Finances and You

Doris

~arriage

Mary

A~ne

Fog~

Tusant

Carl Beach

Bulletin insert used for registration

SALT REGISTRATION FORJ.I
Jan. 11-Feb. 25
Sunday, 6:00P.M.
___Ch~istian Beliefs,
___Bible Study,

Fo~

Cha~les

Fogg

Gospels, Beth Backer

Introduction to Possibility Thinking, Jim Tusant
___Ensembles, John Schmidt
Wednesday, 7:00 P.M.
__Parish Shepherds Horkshop, Charles Fogg
__Bible Study,

__Principles of Christian Marriage, Doris Fogg
___Teaching Children,

M~y

Anne Tusant

__Family Finances and You, Carl Beach

Name.________________________________________
Address ____________________________________

No. Classes taken:

Amount Paid~--------Date Paid.___________________________________

?l

SALT record card - this card becomes permanent record
card

SALT
(SCHOOL FOR ADULT LEADERSHIP TRAINING)
Quarter: _ _ __

NAME ________________________________________________
ADDRESS,____________________________ PHONE._ _ _ __
CITI__________________
Classification:

Intern_ _

Year_ _

STATE.___________ ZIP______
Commission_ _

Lay Pastor_ _

Area of Service: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

c:============9F====~Q~'1~AR~T=E=R~TA~KE=:N~==r=====~G~P~~DE;==r==I~!~iS~T;R~UC~T~O~R~===r
COURSE
TITLE
-.
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SALT certificate - each enrollee
as he completes required classes receives certificate

CERTIFICATE
Be It Known To All By These Presents That
Has Taken The Course

THE SALT PROGRAM
First Evangelical Church - Salem, Oregon
DATE
TEACHER
SCHOOL DIRECTOR
PASTOR

?3

SALT Intern Certificate

CERTIFICATE
Be It Known To All By These Presents That

Has Achieved The Status Of

INTERN in _ _ _ _ _ __
THE SALT PROGRAM
First Evangelical Church -- Salem, Oregon
DATE

SALT DIRECTOR

PASTOR
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SALT Promotional Material

·:!EAT IS SALT?

Today's world challenges the church as never before.
It is now clear to leaders that the future of the church lies
with the Christian laity.

Out of this emerges the fact that

a trained laity is the need of the hour!
The Bible refers to God's workers as ministers.

In

keeping with this Scriptural terminology, volunteer workers
at SALEtil FIRST CHURCH are called LAY MINISTERS.
The SALT program is a well-planned training program
for the Christian laity.
It provides an opportunity for the "get involved"
Christian to train for a certain area of service within the
church as well as to give Christian leadership in the home
and to live out the faith in one's '!IOrk and community involvements.
It provides courses designed to answer questions you
may have -- helping you to be an informed and articulate
Christian.
It provides a marvelous opportunity to experience the
thrill of personal enrichment and spiritual grov1th.
It provides the means for you to discover and use
your God-given gifts and abilities.

SALT Promotional Material

ARE YOU EXCITED ABOUT LIFE?

Being involved for Christ is what makes life
really exciting!!

SALT offers you the .kind of help

that will enable you to get involved for HIM.
Besides being involved for HI!>1 in the informal
settings of your own home and in your community, there
are

seven~

First Church.

of service, for you to choose from at

Some of these are:
Christian Education
Ambassadors
Parish Shepherds
Special Services

Contact the church office to get started in one
of these great areas of service.
This is what makes this church a great church for
Christ -- people like you who get involved in HIS WORK.
SALT is your training program to equip you for HIS great
work!
The amazing thing is that people find that they are
personally helped Nhen they get involved for Hill!!
If you haven't attended a SALT class before, join
many 11ho are enrolled each term.
coming back for more!

Find out why they keep

SA'LT, Promotional fllaterial

~ ~

!!_ PURPOSE-AND IT INCLUDES YOU

SALT (School for Adult Leadership Training) is designed to
serve two needs: (l) to train lay people to become more proficient
in the particular area and serve in the church, and (2) to offer
courses which fulfill personal needs.
Ideally, these two purposes come together to enable Christians
to gain more knowledge and understanding of the Christian faith
and

also~

for.§_

specific~

the~-

of service within

If you haven't given some thought to using SALT as a method
of training to better serve God and your church, won't you spend
a few moments to ask yourself, "Where can I help?"

Then refer

to your orange colored SALT Catalogue and find out which courses
are offered this term to start your training program.
If you have any questions pertaining to SALT or an area of
service, please do not hesitate to call us.

Letter to teachers (instructors) regarding evaluation

February 17, 1975

Dear SALT Program Teachers:
These evaluations should be handed to your class members
sometime during your last session.

They should be completed as

soon as convenient by each member and returned to the Church
Office by the following Sunday and/or Wednesday.
Thank you,

John Fadenrecht, Director
School for Adult Leadership Training
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Student evaluation form
{School

6011.

SALT PROGRAM
Aduli:. Le.c.d~il.<.p TtuU.Jung)

Evaluation of·----~~--~~~-------------------
(Class title)

Date._____________________

ThU. evaf.ua.t<.on b., con6-i.de.l1ti.af.. Thu. da.:ta. will be l!.ev-i.ewed only by SALT
Pl!.ognam Adm-i.niQ~on. Thank you 6ol!. yo~ evaf.ua.tion.

Name (Optional) _______________________________________________________

PLEASE CHECK APPROPRIATE ANSWER.
l.

11y attendance was regular.

Yes

No

2.

I did optional study or outside preparation for this class.

Yes

No

3.

This class has challenged my thinking, attitudes, and actions.

Yes

No

4-.

This class was worth my time and money.

Yes

No

5.

I would recommend this class to others.

Yes

No

PLEASE CHECK THE APPROPRIATE COLUl1N.
Less Than
Satisfactory
6.

..,

The location, facilities, arrangement
of classroom and furniture was

'·

The opportunities in the class for discussion, questions, sharing and feedback were

a.

The qualifications of the teacher
seemed to be

9.

The effectiveness of the teacher. seemed
to be

Satisfactory

Exceptional

I

I

10.

The relevance and practicality of this
class to me personally is

11.

The basic lesson material seemed to be

12.

This class could be improved by___________________________________

13.

Additional comments regarding any of the above (please use back of the sheet).

29

First Evangelical Church
4-55 Locust Street NE
Salem, Oregon 97303

SALT FINANCIAL STATEMENT

Fall 1974
Winter 1975
Spring 1975
Total

Received

Expenditures

$300.00
333.00
234.00

$200.00
72.25
132.17

$867.00

$404.42

Balance

First year - $462.58
Fall 1975
Winter 1976
Total

$238.00
220.70

$ 93.42
34.68

$458.70

$128.10

First & Second Year -

$793.18

CHAPrER III
SALT CATALOG
In order to help the lay members of Salem Evangelical Church see the total program of SALT in a concise, clear
manner, and to aid them in understanding its purpose and
program more fully, a catalog was developed by the Pastors
and the Director of the SALT program.
The writer includes the catalog in this chapter in
order that the reader may also see the entire picture of the
SALT program.
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
Today's world challenges the Church as never before.
It is now clear to leaders that the future of the Church
lies with the Christian layman.
Out of this emerges the fact that a trained laity
is the need of the hourl
Our response to this great need is the development
of a SCHOOL FOR ADULT LEADERSHIP TRAINING (SALT).

First Church

is now offering SALT as an inspiring venture in superior
training for the laity.
The artist's sketch on the front cover portrays the
purpose of the School - ':preparing God's people for the work
of Christian service.

11

Ephesians 4:12.

The Cross and Book symbolize the new
life in Christ which is made strong
through a study of His Word.
The globe symbolizes a world of people
1r1ho need the savor of the Saviour.
The salt shaker represents trained laymen
pouring out their lives to help others.
SALT is built on the conviction that leadership is
both a quality of Christian life AND a working knowledge of
the methods required for effective service.
SALT will train laymen in effective methods for
Christian service.
SALT will provide personal enrichment and Christian
growth.
SALT will assist the layman in the discovery of his
gifts and abilities.
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COURSE OFFERINGS
The SALT program consists of four principle areas
of study:

Bible, Christian Life, Church and Ministry.

Many of the courses will be offered frequently, especially
those required for the Intern and Commission levels.

Supple-

mental courses will be added to provide a strong growth
program.
An enrollment brochure will be available each term
to provide course descriptions and enrollment procedures.
Retain this catalogue for reference in planning your course
of training for the Fall,

Winter~

and Spring terms of 1975-

1976.
FALL TERM
October through November
(These classes are usually taught this term.)
Adolescent Youth Culture
Ambassadors Workshop
Appreciation of Church Music
Bible Series - Units I and V
Christian Beliefs (Membership Class)
Leadership Experience
Music Reading Made Easy
Parish Shepherds Workshop
Principles of Teaching
Sharing Your Faith
Small Group Ministries Program
The Christian Family
Use of the Bible
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\tJ INTER

TERM

January through Februarx
(These classes are usually taught this term.)
Ambassador Workshop
Bible Series III and IV
Christian Beliefs (Membership Class)
Creative Teaching
Effective Communications and Counseling
Family Finances and You
Learning to Sing
Move Ahead with Possibility Thinking
New Forms of Church Music
Other Faiths (So What's the Difference?)
Parish Shepherd Workshop
Principles of Christian Marriage
Teaching Adults Workshop
Youth Activities Workshop

SPRING TERM
April through May
(These classes are usually taught this term.)
Bible Series II and VI
Christian Beliefs (Membership Class)
Church History
Fulfilling Womanhood
Hymns of the Church
Interpersonal Relationships
l\1odern Media in Communications
Parent-Teen Relationships
Parish Shepherd Workshop
Process of Aging
Sharing Your Faith
Small Group Dynamics
What is Learning?

RECOGNITION OF ACHIEVEMENT
Certificates will be given upon completion of each
course.

They become accumulative toward the following Level

of Achievement:

INTERN LEVEL - 14 Hours
INTERN LEVEL will be given after completion
of introductory course requirement, which
qualifies a person to begin serving in a
specific area of the church. (See following
pages for Intern Level requirements.)

COMMISSION LEVEL - 98 Hours
COIVIMISSION LEVEL vvill be awarded to persons
who pursue a defined course of study designed
to enable them to gain proficiency in a specific Area of Service. (See the following pages
for a list of Commission Level requirements.)

LAY PASTOR LEVEL - 224 Hours
LAY PASTOR LEVEL will be conferred on those
who reach beyond the Commission Level to
pursue prescribed advance course of study
and service. The title of Lay Pastor will
carry the highest honor of achievement offered by SALT. In the years ahead the Lay
Pastors will become a volunteer leadership
core of thoroughly trained men and women
of the church.
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AREAS OF SERVICE
Ambassadors (Hospital and Home Calling)
*Ambassadors Program Workshop
7 hours
Bible Series
42 hours
Christian Beliefs (Membership Class)
7 hours
J.,i ving IJ.'ogether
7 hours
Move Ahead with
ssibility Thinking
7
Other Faiths (So What's
Difference?)
7 hours
*Sharing Your Faith
7 hours
Leadership Experience (to be assigned)
7 hours
Elective
7 hours
Commission - 98 hours
*Intern Level
lYius ic ians
*Appreciation of Church Music
Bible Series
Christian Beliefs (Membership Class)
Hymns of the Church
*Move Ahead with Possibility Thinking
Music Reading Made Easy
New Forms of Church Music
Leadership Experience (to be assigned)
Elective
Commission *Intern Level

7 hours
hours
hours
7
7 hours
7 hours
7 hours
7 hours
7 hours
hours
hours

~·2

9~

Parish Shepherds
42 hours
Bible S erles
*Christian Beliefs (Membership Class)
7 hours
Move Ahead with Possibility Thinking
7 hours
*Parish Shepherds Workshop
7 hours
lll. hours
The Christian Family
Use of the Bible
7 hours
Leadership Experience (to be asslgned)
7 hours
Elective
7 hours
Commisslon - 98 hours
*Intern Level
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Special Services
(Church Hostess, Food Service \/Jorkers, Librarians,
Office Workers, Registrars, Sound Controllers, Traffic
Controllers, Ushers)
Bible Series
42 hours
*Christian Beliefs (Membership Class)
7 hours
Living Together
7 hours
*Move Ahead with Possibility Thinking
7 hours
Other Faiths (So What's the Difference?)
7 hours
Sharing Your Faith
7 hours
Leadership Experience (to be assigned)
7 hours
11]. hou_l_,i3
Elective
Commiss:Lon - on
_..,o hours
*Intern Level

Teachers

Adults

Bible Ser s
*Christian Beliefs (Membership Class)
Effective Communications and Counsel
Move Ahead with Possibility Thinking
Other Faiths (So What's the Difference?)
Principles of Teaching
*Teaching Adults Workshop
Leadership Experience (to be assigned)
Elective
Commission
*Intern Level

).j

2
7I

7
7
7
7
7
7
7

- 98

hours
hotn•s
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
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Teachers of Children and Youth
Bible Series
42 hours
*Christian Beliefs (Membership Class)
7 hours
*Creative Teaching
7 hours
Move Ahead with Possibility Thinking
7 hours
Principles of Teaching
7
hours
0
Adolescent
Youth
Culture
7
hours
0
The Subject is Children
7 hours
0
1tJhat is Learning'?
7
hours
0
Youth Activities Workshop
7 hours
Leadership Experience (to be assigned)
7 hours
Elective
7 hours
Commission - 913 hours
*Intern Level
0
Any two of the four are required

Women's Ministries
42 hours
Bible Series
*Christian Beliefs (Membership Class)
7 hours
Family Finances and You
7 hours
Living Together
7 hours
Move Ahead with Possibility Thinking
7 hours
Sharing Your Faith
7 hours
*Understanding Your Role as a Homan Today
7 hours
Leadership Experience (to be assigned)
7 hours
Elective
7 hours
Commission - 98 hours
*Intern Level
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Ll-'tY PASTOH HEQUIHEMENTS
Commission Level as Specified
Advanced Courses
Christian Doctrine
Church History
Christian Life
Electives in Ministry
Leadership Service
Open Electives
LEADERm-IIP EX

98 hours
21
21
21
21
21
21
22lt

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours

IENCE

Leadership Experience is an important facet of SALT.
It is the laboratory for learning since learning and experience go hand-in-hand.

Opportunities for Christian witness

and activity in the respective ''Area of Service'' vJill be
carefully explored.

Enrollees usually have completed ''Area n

introductory courses.

The project must normally entail a

minimum assignment of twenty-one clock hours.

A mid-term

and a term-end written report will be required for course
credit.
For additional information or consultation relating
to experience projects, contact:
Dr. Charles Fogg

Pastor

Dr. John Fadenrecht

SALT Director

Pastor Jim Tusant

Director of
Christian Education
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TRAINING FOR BIBLE SERIES TEACHERS

An indepth training course offered on alternate
years for Bible Series teacher trainees.

Trainees must

qualify for the discipline of the program as follows:
A.

Attend a two-hour class period each week
for two years - October through May.

B.

Give eight to ten hours in home study for
each class period.

C.

Write tests.

D.

Memorize Biblical concepts.

E.

Teach for two years upon completion of
training.

The course of study covers the entire Bible in the
specialized Bible Series format.

It includes training in

teaching principles and concepts of Biblical interpretations.
Students completing this two-year study course attain the
Commission Level.
Students are received into the class through an
interview with the Minister.
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HOJ.\1E AND FAl\1ILY

Strong Christian homes are the foundation of our
church, our community and our nation.

First Evangellcal

Church is dedicated to the goal of building and strengthening such homes.
The following SALT courses have been selected to
help families (whether composed of one, two or more persons)
attaln this goal.
A special Home and Family Certificate of Recognition
will be awarded to those completing the course of studies
herein prescribed.

Bible Series
Christian Beliefs (Membership Class)
fective Communications and Counseling
OR Living Together
Preparing for Christian Marriage
OR Parent-Teen Relationships
OR Parent-Child Relationships
OR Living With Zest in the Empty Nest
Principles of a Christian Marriage
Understanding Your Role as a Man Today
OR Understanding Your Role as a Woman Today
What Makes a Home Christian?

42 hours

7 hours
7 hou.rs

7 hours

14 hours
7 hours

7 hours

COURSE IJWRK REQUIREJ\1ENTS
Homework will be required - in most instances two
hours per class period.

A minimum of five out of the seven

sessions is required OR an acceptable understanding of the
subject matter as determined by the Instructor in consultation v..rith the Director of SALT.
CREDIT FOR PREVIOUS COURSE vJORK
Courses listed in the SALT program Nhich have already
been taken will be accepted for credit as determined by the
department under which the course is offered.
Persons who have completed outside studies receive
credit for courses by showing an acceptable understanding
of the subject matter of these courses as determined by the
course Instructor in consultation with the Director of SALT.
SCHEDULE
SALT operates on a seven-week term basis with onehour class periods.

Courses will be offered Wednesday even-

ings and on Sunday evenings - thus giving alternate opportunities for course offerings.
COST
The $3.00 enrollment fee covers the cost of operating
the SALT program.

Textbooks and course materials where re-

quired, are additional.

In keeping with First Church 1 s po-

licy of love and concern for all, a scholarship fund has been
authorized by the Church for those experiencing financial
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hardship.

This insures that SALT classes are available to

everyone.
ENR 0 LLMENrr

Enrollment time will be scheduled on announced
Sunday mornings in advance of the term opening.

rJiinimum

enrollment will be required to assure course offering.

CHAPTER IV
EXPLANATION OF SERVICE AREAS
This chapter shall deal with each of the seven areas
of service and other related classes as they are mentioned
in Chapter Three.
AMBASSADORS
The course leading to the Lay Pastor Level of Ambassador is designed for lay people who desire preparation
for work in the Hospital and Home Calling ministry.

It

requires two special classes to begin work; the class, Ambassadors Workshop, which deals in the field of psychology;
it also deals with hospital and home calling procedures.
The second class, Sharing Your Faith, is a study in various
methods of evangelism, i.e., personal, visitation, child,
and so on.

With these two classes taken, the layman can
gram.

share in the great ministry of a call
v

itor to the church and every newcomer to the community

is called on by one trained layman.

Also many who are ill

and hospitalized are called on in a manner that would exhibit
Christian love.
Five of the remaining seven classes are the core
classes for the SALT program, dealing with.principle areas
of study:

Bible, Christian Life, Church, and Ministry.

This also includes the supervised field of actual leadership
experience as provided by the Director.
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Class manuals and

syllabuses are enclosed in this chapter•s appendix.
l\1US IC IANS
The Musicians program is designed for lay

ople who

desire to participate in some type of musical ministry in
loca1 church.

This could be ln any number of areas;

trumenta1, vocal, conduct
'rvw classe::: to

be inning program

is ass

this area of service are A

of Church Music and Move Ahead with

d for a

elation

ssibility Thinking.

The former is a class to aid the student in appreciating
the great hymns of the Church from the Reformation Period
to the

present~

and to study these hymns \IJith respect to the

program in which they could be used.
music in worship.

Emphasis is placed on

The latter class is a study of Robert

Schuller's book entitled Move Ahead with Possibility Thinking.
From these classes can develop lay people who form
ensembles and special numbers in evening services, services
in nursing homes, retirement centers, mission row, etc.
They will be motivated lay people seeing the great service
they perform as they minister for the Church and for Jesus
Christ.
PAR ISH SHEPHERDS
The course leading to the Lay Pastor Level of Parish
Shepherds is a basic concentration of classes which instructs
a lay person with the means to help care for other lay people,
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to assist them regarding any difficulty in which they need
help, provide encouragement, and stimulate fellowship.

The

Parish Shepherd would then help keep the church staff
informed as to the needs in the congregation.
The two basic classes which are needed to begin this
ministry are Parish Shepherds Workshop and Christian Beliefs.
The latter is a membership class which instructs the students
in the basic doctrines of the church and prepares them for
church membership.

The people who desire to share in this

ministry of Parish Shepherds are required to be church members and display a Christian testimony of God's forgiving
and cleansing power.

The class Parish Shepherds Workshop

acquaints the layman with the

11

know

hm~Jn

in creating a mea-

ningful relationship v'lith people of the church and community.
The manual for Parish Shepherds that has been used
in the Salem church has been placed in the appendix at the
211c1 of tl1is ctlatJter"

SPECIAL SEHVIC
course leading to the Lay Pastor Level of
S

cial Services is designed for the laity who wish to help

in various tasks around the church.

Such tasks include

Church Hostess, Food Service Workers, Librarians, Office
Workers, Registrars, Sound Controllers, and Ushers.
Christian Beliefs and Move Ahead with Possibility
Thinking are the two classes to pass in beginning work in
this field -- Christian Beliefs being the membership class
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dealing with doctrine and theology.

Move Ahead with Possi-

bility Thinking is a study from Robert Schuller 1 s book by
the same title.
As laity are enrolled in the leadership experience
class, the different services or tasks are presented and
explained.

The laity then can take either one service or

sign in a number of the services.
TEACHERS OF ADULTS
Continuing provision must be made for training classes
and other skill development opportunities for teachers.
Adult education classes can be useful to renew and refresh
teachers~

and structured to communicate the latest concepts

and techniques of teaching.
The Lay Pastor Level of Teachers of Adults is a program designed for men and women who desire to minister in the
area of teaching adults with its particular needs and problems, especially those of young adults and senior citizens.
Two core classes for beginning this ministry are
Christian Beliefs, a class on church doctrines and membership, and the class Teaching Adults Workshop.

Special atten-

tion is given in this class to the nature and needs of adults,
and preparation of creative teaching in an adult setting.
Also, one class time is essentially for considering special
programs for adults in the church Christian Education program.
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TEACHEHS OF CHILDREN AND YOUTH
The course leading to a Lay

tor Level of Teachers

of Children and Youth is a teacher tra
into

SAL'I'

taught

ep

ers

gram.

d ·vel ped

Each term educational classes are

Sunday School teachers and pros

on all areas of education.

ctive teach-

As a lay person

this level of service, a constant flow of teachers is be
trained to meet the needs of an ever expanding Sunday School.
Christian Education is a vital mission to the church
today.

Every effort must be made to build, strengthen and

continue the education of our children and youth.

Christian

nurture of our children and youth also should be a team
effort on the part of teachers and parents.

Because of this

emphasis, parents are also encouraged to take classes offered
in this teachers program, thus having a combined force to
provide support for each other in the efforts toward the
common goal of raising children in the ':nurture and admonitlon of the Lord 11

•

The two classes offered to begin this m1n1stry are
Christian Beliefs and Creative Teaching.

As mentioned in

the other areas of service, Christian Beliefs is a class on
doctrines of the church.

The other core class, Creative

Teaching, deals with the varied methods of presenting curriculum and lesson plans.
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'S IUNI,STH
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Ministries

course leading to a Lay Pastor Level in
lS

er

of m

to women.

Chrl tlan
Tod
to;~ r

t

designed for women

l

fs

'l'he c

f3

s C

('\

v

desire v1ork in

field

It requires two basic classes:

Understand
of

omen's

1st ian

Your
l:iefs

-'

le A::: a
often ca1

s, is instruction regard

the doctr

',•7 ornar1

c1 -'cl1e
B

of

church and prepares those taking the class for church

membership.
Role As a

The other class

entitled Understand

Your

oman Today, deals with learning how to cope with

the pressures and pleasures of being a woman in today•s
vwrld.

How does a woman of the '70's function in the home.

politics, art and music, work and as a woman whose family
has grown up and left her with free time?
As one receives an Intern certificate in this area
of service there are many programs for involvement.

l\1ission

work, crafts and art clubs, young mothers clubs, self-improve-·
ment activities:
can be developed.

these are only a few of the programs that
Because of separations, divorces, working

vwmen, and a des ire for all \'!omen to have fellowship together,
these programs have seemed to have had a degree of success
in the SALT program.
All of these service areas have some classes that
are required in all areas for a Commission Level certificate.
BIBLE SERIES
The Bible Series are classes divided into six dif-

ferent groups.

Unit I deals with the Pentateuch books;

Unit II surveys the Historical books of the Old Testament;
Unit III is a study of the wisdom literature of the Bible;
Unit IV surveys the Major and Minor Prophets; Unit V includes
the four Gospels, Acts and Revelation; and Unit VI is a class
on the Epistles.
As all SALT enrollees take these six Bible Series
an expertise is developed in that they become familiar with
the whole Word of God.
ELECTIVES
Room is given in each area of service leading to a
Commission Level for optional study in other classes that
are given.

As a case in point, Home Gardening is offered

in Spring terms.

To some, this class would offer variety,

while to others, this class might provide a stimulus to get
involved in the church SALT program.
LEADEHSHIP EXPERIENCE
In addition to the required hours of classwork, the
lay person is required to actively engage in the respective
Area of Service 11 with the church.

1
:

He shall have delegated

responsibilities of leadership under the supervision of a
designated supervisor.
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CLASS OUTLINES AND SYLLr'\BUSES

A selection of class syllabuses and outlines from
the aforementioned classes and other listed in the SALT
Catalog has been added to this chapter's appendix in alphabetical order.

APPENDIX

Return postcard accompanying Ambassador letter

Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~ear

Pastor ?oeg:

_ _'Yes, I t·rill he hap')y to ;;erve on the tbbnssad.or
'Ceam

- - ' ' o , I cannot C.o i. t for t!ci.s yee.r--1 g71;.
"'urther exCJ1anatio!'l : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Signed:. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Ambassador Letter

FIRST EVANGELICAL CHURCH
OF NORTH AMERICA

CHARLES E. FQGQ, D.O., PAaTOIII

3'7"76 HART Dfi:IIIVI!: N.

399·COH

455 Locust Street N.E., Salem, Oregon 97303
430 TRYON N.E.
581·3"181

Phone (503) 581-0102

Ve.cemb~

31 1975

Name& 6oJt :the. AmbtU.lladoM .e..iA.t have been Jte.c.amme.nde.d by Swtda.y Sc.hoa.e.
.tea.c.he.M and .the. p<Uo.toM. M Se.n-i.oJt PtU.toJt ..i.n ch.a.Jtge. ofi av~-ail. achn.i.n.i.&.tltatian~
r have. c.a.Jte.6utey and p!ta.!:J~6u.U..y .6-tu.dA.e.d .the. ertti.Jte w.t a6 membe.M and 6tUerttU
many time&. I am .e.ao/Ung 6aJr. de.dA.c.a..te.d lULU. people who ,uae. be 6tr).endf.y
ambiUJlla.doM to OWL plt0.6pe.c.t.6.
AmbtU..6a.daM a.Jte. 6tUendf.y I ..ur. oaJtme.d I and w<...U&tg. FIU..e.ndf.y me.anll Wa.Jtm
and outga..i.ng. U me.anll UIU.ng people 60.1!. pe.apie&' M.ke.. In6oJr.me.d me.anl> .they
mM.t know o.bau..t .the. ch.u.Jr.ch. 1 ,i;tJ; .6 ~v..i.ce& and mi.n.i.6-t!U..e& • They mt.U..t know a.boui:
Su.nda.y Schaot 1 you-th woltk 1 rn.U..t..i.ona/Uj au..tJtea.ch., e.tc.. (Th.i.4 .i.ll .ta.u.git:t ..i.n :the.
AmbtU..t.a.daJr. WOJr.kAitap.) W.<..e..Ung: Ye& 1 .U .take& .time.. Bu..t .U .U, Gad'¢ ~ne.
How mu.ch :V.me.? Each :team will. be. tU. /led :tD make. 6Jr.om one. :to 6oul!. c.ail..6 r..
moll:th on v.i.ll.i..toM aJt p.I!.O.t.pe.c.t.6 1 and be. expected :to attend a once.-a-man:th .6ha.Jtw.g
.6e&..s.i.on 6aJr. AmbtU.MdaM.
The. appo.ur..t!ne.n:t .i.ll

gJLea.t mi.n.i.6:tJty.

nOlL

one

lje.MI

OJt

iUJ

.tong

iUJ

you. a.Jte. c.haUe.nge.d by th.i.ll

I wa.ll:t you. tU. an AmbtU...sa.doJt 6oJr. Clvr.<A:t and Salem F.<Ju,:t Eva.nge.Uc.a.t Chu1tch.
Pi.e.tU.e. plta.IJ about :th.i.ll. Ple.tU.e. coY!ll.W.~ .U :the. caU o 0 you/!. chul!.dt and yoWL
pa..6to.l!. :to 4 pe.cA.a.t 4 ~v.ice&.

CF:db

sJ+
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PROGl'A

T0 sho~-r r.hristian l~"Yve, interest anC~ share our faith T.,; th
the ':on-Christian and the Christian, the non-:ne:::tber a!ld
others touched by our groiring outrf'?ac~ ninistry. TCis is

done through our various specified gr()u:;s of the Ambassadors

~rogra:::t

as outlined.

To ex:;erience and e:c:Jress the Lord Jesus Christ

To

I.

:!one ·,.,alls:

sh~re

nnd care

The Eor.1e J.r.1bassadors :nake contc.ct

~;it::

JJ.enbershi? or ex-,ressing interest in the church.

t!~ose

~hese

de:::iri.ne;

:lar:les corJe

::rioarily throug-h visitors cards. F:o;;ever, sooe are received throug!l
c0unseling, ~~ristian ~ducat~on, and friends. ~he first contact is
~Je..de b:r ::-:·hone .:!.nd in some cases Ho~e ':al:.s fo!.lo~·7, or r-"'1:=-oi~t::.:ents
.'\re :nade to meet in the ?ireside ~oon :'or coffee after a Horshi;J
service.. ·":'he rJ.eobers of t~is eroufJ ere r:,ive!l instructio~ as to ho\-;
to ~al:e the phone call and ~ro~erl::r hanCle t~_e":"lse1~Tes in the l:or..e C'!all;
as ~·rell ns ho-:·; to lear. a :-'e!"son to acce:ta~ce of .Jesus s~~rist as
::avi0ur e.nd. :,ore. If np::oro,riate, an invitation i3 given tn atter:d
the next nast0r's ~lass.
II.

~:on~i. t~l

~A.lls:
'ITos::1i t:1l .'tnba.:;sndors vis:!.. t t:.:.e sic1~ in the
and convalescent hosyitals in res~onse to re~ues~s piven by
non-ne~bers,

and friends of

t~c chu~ch.

~hese

hos~i tals
~e~rers,

visits are to nor--

churched :7ersons. :·.~any req_uests for visits are received t::.r,..,·trr:~ tte
sar:.e chan!:els as nentioned in :~oMe C2.lls.
T:1is service is !n:2d:~ kno'"rn
by a ~·r:·:-ekly notice i!! the church bulleti!!. ~~ei:-:- nb,jective is to s~o1-1
G'oristj_an i":a::-:1t:t, friendliness and to share Christ. If a~J~J"'·:)·:riate,
an invitation is -:i ven to attend the next "I'astor r s C:!.ass.
I!I.

I'T.

Tour Gctdes: ?ver;r 3undn~r Anbasse.dors ~3'i vc z;_lideC to'..lrs f,~r the
~any visitors to our churc!-.~..
Follot.;i~s the 11 :00 A.:.:. service all
visitors are given an op]ortuni t;r to tour our f aci li ties under tl:.e
gui0ance of a husband and v..·ife fLr:J.bD.ssaclor tean. These ;\.:.lbas3aC.ors '
are ge!lcrally se:!.ected f:::"o::J. the chu::;:ch boarti -::.nd :rore often than net
have Oeen ne~be!'s of the cr.urc!: for a nu7Lber of years. All visitors,
if interested, are invi ted to attend the ne:-ct ?astor's ,..,lass,.
Intervie\!ers: ~ach ne1; !'lember is ?e:::-sonally intervim·1cd by ~<n Ar.,br;.ssp_dor. There is the tii1e vrhen an A:1bassador shares :·ri.tb. t~e !1eH ~eo
ber the various ou~ortunities ~or involvc~ent in 0ur ~reat church
~rogram.
?he n~~1·r :1e~ber is r;-iver: an O:'IJOrt"".lnt-ty to as:·: any .,ersonal
f!Uest:i 0ns about the chu:rc~1 a!!d ;::v.n:-l ti:Jes :_)ersonal testi.!-~0!lies are ~j_·.ren
to "'::te 1.nte~vie~·;re:r ":·rhich coulC. n:J-t b~ ~i ven to the ?a.sto!"'' s ("11.D. s~.
fi'!":.is ,~ives th~ ne~·: :::1e~be~s and th~ j_r.te!'vir:l~er a 'beAut~ ful , . . . ~0rtur.ity

to

~~3re

th0 faith

o~e

to

o~e.
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Ambassador Manual

V.

Page 2

Once a ~:onth :'eeti~: The ;\r:bassadors C!eeting i8 helC. on the first
Tuesday evening of each Month. ~he •Jur:>ose of this :Jeeti!lF; is to

create enthusias~ end ins~iration. These ~eetir~3s are nade U? of
Horkshops, ex~erience-shn.ri!lg ti:nes, devotional time, and s:;ecial
features. In nany cases tlce lEst half of the meeting is devoted to
the individual groun brain-stor::ning sessians. It is extrec.:ely i::nortant that these r1eetine;s be ueE ;clanncd, so tl:E~t t'le:r >:cill prove to
be eYciti~e and ver:,.r ins"""~irational.

«:JI.

~re.inin~:

Trainin.r, is of great i::!'!'Ortar.ce.

Traini!"!€' is r:;iven throug-h
o:!le-a-':lonth :.:c-etinfS
ann S"l")ecial t:-aining sessions~ :'he tr?.i~in~ :""i ifen is cer..tered. arr:Jund
t::.e the~e on ~tow to oh~re "'~:rist..
"-tlba.snadors are taucht the si"J~li
ci t:.r and na.t~1~alness ancl ~i07 of sl'lerir:.:_; thei::- faith ..
?;_!JJ':' (School for Aclu:!. t Leade!'::-fhi; 'T'raini!lf:')

'.'II.

t

Selection of .bk.ssadors: "'r.G ·:inister selects each ,\_':lbassador. T::e
ideal .:'L--:tbassador is a Christian !,~ho d.8sires to s~are ::.is fait;:,. ::~nd ·,:hat
t:hrist an':! -=:is Church :nean to hi:-:1. r~here is n-J 'J!':e -t~::;>e of :'arson 'ir~o
can do t~is be.st. -:.od !'las created :~.an:;; ty;es of ~eoryle ~·.r5.. tl:. di:'fere~t
te~~eranents and -}erscnali ties.
It is our o~ii~ion that 1re need. all
tynes of peo-,le to relate to all ty7es of ::>eonle. '!1herefore, a variety
of individuals is recruiteC. for the position of Anbassador ?rovided
they love Ghrist B.nd. lil:e 9eople and ,are able to :r-el."J.te to t~1er1.
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Course outline for Bible Series Unit I

page 1

3ible Series I
Ge!lesis
.:'ext:

t)ld .~estament

(An:r version)

nf r.enesis

1•

r~:-orta!lce

2.

?itle e!ld Author
:Jcience/:~istory vs. :-:'evelation

2.

""hat Has the

3.

~011

:1-.

'(m; lon;; did Tie tal-:e?

5.

\11y

:?Ur~ose

did God create?

'lid

::e

::'lace

Session II :

T:!:~

?ALL:

Session III:

TE~

FI.0~D:

~3ession

IV:

of Cre:.tion?

AB?:A::A~::

:1~.n

ir. a :iarden?

3eginni!lg of Sin

A ne"ttr

beginni~c

Chapters 3 and 4
for civilization

3egi:nnin? of th8 chose!!.

~eo?le

.':ha~ters

Che:~ters

12-23

6-11
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BI313

S~RISS

Genesis:

Session I - C::t:eation:
Session II - 7he ?all:

~he

Page 2

u~:IT

-

Beginnings

becinninJ!s of

~eginninrs

everyt~inE;

of Sin

1.

'Is,

2.

7s. 2-"i

~

Vs. ~

4

:Js. 7

.2s the

5.

Vs. 12

'ro uho!J did .\dac

6.

7s. 15

'Jhy is tl'.is yerse callecl "the gosfiel in e!.1bryo 11 ?

7.

·;s. 16

Is the "c::air.. Jf con'!tand" ~-e.rt nt the curse?

S.

'Ts, 17-19

n.

Vs. 22

10 ..

1 - ··ho ··2s the ser"Cent?

I

(See "'ev. 12:9, 2-'"':21

·::,at ·,ras ~ve's te::Jntaho!'.?

(See

"·'"!::!,

1 :25; I cTohn 2:15-1/)J

~o~ was Aea~!'s te~ptation different fro~ 2ve's?

·.n1:'

Ser·;e~t

telli!l·S' sol':7:e trut:1?
atte:-:~t

to

"~ass

the buck"?

·.-n:-,s t':le curse ~·laced on all creation-:>

~;~nt has .:\dan's sin to do ~ritL us?

(:ha1}ter 4:1-10

(3ee I Ti~. 2:14)

·;ny C:.iG ·~:=.in :-:ill Abel?

(:Jz~ ::ph. 5:22-24-)

(See ?a::J. 2:1°-221

(See ::'.:;:-:. 5:12-i9)

(See .John 8:t~4; :Ieb. ·: 1 :4;

';~a~·ters

6-11
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nenesj_s:
Session 3 - "J;eH :P.et;innin~~s for
:Joa.l-( and the Flood

Page 3

"egi.nnings

~:nnl:ind"

C'ha~ters

S-11

1.

~·.11-o

:·!ere the "Sons of ~od 11 and "!)au~"":'hters of :~en"?

2.

·-:,at •,;ere society's sin

3.

0oes ~0(3. ever :'la.l..ce a mistake?

4.

·.That

5.

':ThCJ.t ·,;as :;oah' s reA.ction after reachine d.ry :'.:md?

,e;

··~!lt :·ras

7.

~oH

8.

\·hat ";·ra.s vrrone ifith

~.;ras

£'re

s~'Jl::>to:~s

6:1-4

that :'lac1e ::1e flooC. necessary? 6:5-12

6:6-7

the difference betxeen "clean" and ''uncleann E.ni:-Jals?

God's covenant Fith l":A.nldnd?

1·re

to underst.,r.C. God' o curse or..
~an's

7:2

S: 20ff

9:17f:

:=a::"

9 :22ff

motives in bui::.dinr?, the 7o;ver of

~e.bel?

11 :1ff
;.

~:;:X?

·~hat are the S~"'irituB.l lessons for us fro~ the 7lood/~o'!~te:r of ~abel?

- rr:zrc:

Session

.1 -

,\.br2-h_an: Beein!"l..inr; of the
Chapters 12-23

r;~ose!l

?eo rle
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Course Outline

BIBL:S SI:!?.IZS - u:TIT I

Genesis:
3essio!l 4

Abraham:

3eginnings

::Jeginning of the C'hosen :'eo:ple

ATroxi;:w.tely 2000 3.C.
I".'S::s 0? ETSR?Sr:
~\brah2..c"'l descendent of ?ber fro::1 i'r!.1ich c0nes the ·~rord, ~:ebre':·r
Also, descendent of S1.en fro~ ~:hic~1 cones t:-~.e ·,;ord, Senatic

there in .:'.bra her:: 1s ch. :.rr1ct2r?

2.

·..":.'1R. t flE1.<:·r

3.

·.:::" r.id. God "?!"nsper

4.

··rhnt 1,·1as relationship bet1-reen AbrP-he.:"l's .faith ·3.n::i uorl:s?

5.

7

6.

·.J'hat 1;culd '.Je the

7.

In 'tihat se:1se is Canaan to 1Je IsTe..el' s "everlasting"

irt'?.s

:~hraha.l'!

r-Yer :.ot?

12: 12, 2): 2

13:5ff

15:6ff

:Thnt s~iri tun.l lesson does "thi? Sa:-s.r./Fiagar e::isorie sugsest?
~·Te~·r .:'esta.went

C~. 16

cou!iter:x.trt of "Circu:::.cisi·:inn?
Ch. 17; :'of'C. 2:28, ,~:11
~ossession?

13:5, 17:8
2..

".:hat exa:t~les r.o 1·:e bave :Ln C'ha:_:ter 18 o: S2.rah's doubts, :\brn!--.a:-:?. 1 3

faith?

'T:1e.t evirence do ;·re
10.

··~q,t

h~ve

is the C'.iffer0nce

that

"':Jet~·een

~ot ~:;turP.;~

hei::;:t

s,iritually?

~estsd
~h.

22;

?.nc1

f;h.

1~~

'-Jein~ tc~?\teC?

J2~€S

1 :12ff

II

~et.

2:7
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Course Outline

Genesis:

Session 5:

1.

Isaac and Jacob:

~eginnings

Beginn'ng of the

'"'~;elve

'l'ribes

·,rhy ~~as ~lbrehao so concer!led e.~out ::dcJ.<i:lS out a ~~;ife for Isaac?

Chapter 24
2.

~!hat ~·rere

the character ,,.;eeknesses of Isae.c,

"?ebe~~a::1,

.Jacob, ;.;sau?

C~a:!Jters

3.

''h.qt 1·1as the significance of the "birthright" and "blessing" in the

life of Jacob?

25:29ff and 27:1ff

4.

'.'/nat 1·1as the significance of "Jacob's Lac:::er"?

5,

·;.'hy <'id God allo1-1 Labon to outs::cart Je.cob?

6,

7,

25-27

·.rhat

~·r!l.s

l·ti th

God?

28:12ff

Chapter 29

the sicnificance of .Jacob's second s"iri tu!ll encounter
32:24ff

'Thy did God give Jacob a

ne~·r

ne.::Je

~.nd

a

ne~·r

:;ro:1ise?

35:9ff
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BIBLE 3:0:RI2S -

Genesis:

3ession 6:

Page 6

u~:IT

I

Beginnings

Jose::;h gnc'. the 3eeinning of Troubles

Testar:~ent

Chapters 37-50

1.

In 1:hat sense is Jose,h an r'Jld

tyye of C:hrist?

2.

:.-h'lt does Cha,ter 37 teach us o.bout :-'ivine :or,.,vidence?

'·l:lat does Joseph 1 s eJ>:"')eriences in C".a'"te:- 30 teach us about his

charac-ter?
Cha?ters 40-41

5.

~'l'hy

~.

~.That

7.

~;'!:a.t pro~hecy

did Jone?h tTi':!at his brothers tr.e ,:Tay :te C.id?

Cha::;ters 42-44

S-:!iri tual insight does Jose:_1!1 e:;:"?ress ir: Cb.a?ter 45?

50:20

does Jacob :J.aJ:e reeurCincr ';hrist in Chapte'!'" 49?

;

Course outline for Bible Sertes Unit II

SCHOOL FOR ADULT LEADERSHIP TRAllii!iG
455 Locust Street
Salem. Oregon
Syllabus:

Bible Series Unit II
Old Testament Survey (History)

Course Description

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

To survey the historical developments of Old Testament times.
To point out how God revealed Himself prior to the coming of Christ.
To trace the 11essianic promises as they are given to succeeding r,enerations.
To study the historical setting for the poetic and prophetic messages.
To note basic principles of God's relationship with man which are applicable today.
To provide a framework of experiences and opportunities for applying the truths
discovered.

Course Requirements
Read: Biblical passages assigned
Prepare notebook and notes
Course Outline
Session

1. Possessing the Promised Land - Joshua, Judges, Ruth
2. Time of Transition - 1 Samuel
3. The Reign of David - II Samuel; 1 Chronicles
4. The Solomonic Kingdom- I Kings 1-ll, II Chronicles 1-9
5. The Northern Kingdom - 1 Kings 12-22: II Kings 1-17

6. The Kingdom of Judah: Rehoboam-Jotham
I Kings 12-22, II Kings 1-15; II Chronicles 10-27
7. The Kingdom of Judah: Ahaz-Zedekiah
II Kings 16:1-25:7 II Chronicles 28:1-36:21
8. Beyond the Exile - Ezra, Esther, Nehemiah

:

I
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Unit II - H~adout #1
Handout Ill
DATES
Period of Beginnings
Ca. 2000 BC
to
Ca 1800 BC
to
Ca 1400 BC
to

OLD TES'fl'l.r-!ENT CHRO!IOLOGY
BIBLE EVE?:~s
Genesis 1-11

co;!TEi·lPORARY CULTURES
Prehistorical era

The Patriarchs
Abraham
Isaac
Jacob
Joseph

Patriarchal narratives
reflect culture of
l·!esopotamia and
Egypt

Israelites reside
in Egypt
Hoses
Joshua
The Judges

Egypt enslaves
Israelites
Palestine occupied
Various nations
oppress Israel

Ca 1100 BC
to
Ca 931 BC

Samuel
Saul
David
Solomon
The Divided Kingdom
South
North
Rehoboam
Jeroboam I

Surrounding nations
defeated by Israel

Syrian Kingdom 931-732
Ca 875 EC

Jehoshaphat

Ahab

Ca 790 BC

Uzziah

Jeroboam I!

Ca 732 BC

Fall of Syria

722 BC

716 BC

Fall of Samaria
Hezekiah
Assyrian domination of
Palestine 745-650

640 BC

586 BC

Josiah
Fall of Jerusalem
Babylonian supremacy
625-539

539 BC

Return of the Jews

Nedo-Persian rule
539-331

520-515 DC
457 BC
444 BC

Second Temple
Haggai
Zechariah
Ezra
Nehemiah
l1alachi

Unit II - Handout #2
FIRST EVANGELICAL •:liURCH
455 Locust Street, N. E.
Salem, Oregon 97303
SCHOOL FOR ADULT LEADERSHIP TRAINING
Bible Series, Unit II
Handout #2, Spring, 1976
The grand theme of the Bible is the story of redemption, conceived in the mind of
God, accomplished in the broken heart of Christ, and conveyed by the work and will
of the Holy Spirit.
ORDER OF THE BOOKS:
I.
II.

III.
IV.
V.

Pentateuch
Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy
Historical Books
A. Period of Tribal Government
Joshua, Judges, Ruth
B.

Rise and fall of the Monarchy
I and II Samuel, Kings, Chronicles

C.

Return from Exile
Ezra, Nehemiah, Esther

Wisdom and Poetical books
Job, Psalms, Provergs, Ecclesiastes, Song of Solomon
Major Prophets
Isaiah, Jeremiah, Lamentations, Ezekiel, Daniel
Minor Prophets
Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah, Jonah, Micah, Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah,
Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi

Unit II - Handout #3

FIRST EVANGELlCAI, CHURCH
455 Locust Street, ':. E.
Salem, Oregon ~7303
SCHOOL FOR ADULT LEADERSHIP TRAINING
Handout #3, Spring, 1976

Bible Series, Unit II

It should be noted that the relationship between the structures of the Old and New
Testaments is progressive as well as parallel.

VI.

III. O.T. Prophecy
II. 0. T. Interpretation
I. 0. T. History

v.

IV.

N. T. Prophecy
N. T. Interpretation
N. T. History

The Old Testament can never be replaced by the New Testament.
Neither the Old Testament nor the New is fully understood without the
other. Both form two halves of a perfect whole.
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Course Outline for Bible Series Unit III

3IBE SEi'BS

Page 1

r:t:J:

(J03 through S·11;r; 0? S "\T.(1'.;'!?)

:'ave !"-.

1.

-=:r2.~er,

~ead

Jr., Instructor

?salss 1-25

Job 1, 2, 23, 28, 31, 42
"ro'lerbs 1, 10, 16, 2q, 31
~cclesiestes

Song of So2.o:cJon
2.

·. r!'i te a

a.

b.

s-v:

to 1000 word

~a:9er

Sane 3iblical explanations of t:1e :;rob len of e'.ril as i.llustrated by t:1e ~co~: of Job~
~l~borate

on the

~ractical

be found in any one of

c.

on one of the fo]..l:)t>rinf topics:

Select several

1

t~e

lessons for

=:~:::-istia::

foll01{in;:;-:

?sal~s

roverbs and

sho~'l

living to

1, 23, 51,

1~3.

ho-a they ar8 still rclavent

in today's world.
C..

Su:1..--aarize the

r..~in the~e

of the

~o0k

of ?cclesiastes e.nd

!'elate i-1: to ::atthe1: 6:25-33.
e.

Incl.icn.te the
logical

~ost

lensons to he

inter~retation
an~

e~r~ain

of t:,.c .Sonf of Solooon :rou fi:1d
the reasnns ~hy in~~udin~ s~i~ituel

leRr~ed.

3.

You

4.

~he fi!"st session uill 0"3 intrac".uctary, the neYt fiv~ ·.·rill e;::ch
cover 0ne ~oak az:C: t~-:G l.?..st sessi(')n ~;ill co~sist of vo2.nnteers
re:-:.C.in~~ t1:eir ~rri. tter~ p_ssigY1.::1ez:ts.

~ust

be present for at least five sessi0ns to receive

cre~it.

S:\S3IC'l!i I

1.

~ar2.iest

2.

Characteristics of ::ebreN ,__oetry

ex""'ressions:

ren. -t:23,24-, 9:25-27, 27:27-2?

"'""sal:'.!S 9!1
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a.
b.

Page 2

:'hythm
SyYlonyr.--~ous,

?aralle lis:J:

Cor:.str"..lctj_ve, Ana:!.:;ttic,

:~nti the tic,

Tautolocical, CJ.ioatic, other f'lrr.:s
3.

~hree

1.

·:isdo:u a!::ong the :IebreHs
a.,
b.

2.

7J.ain t:.rjes of ilcbrev;

~oetry:

lyric, CidP":.ctic,

~.ra:!atic

the :neening of ~-j~isdom
the use of ·Jisdo~

The 'fise n.:en

s:::::SIC''! II

J0B (7he 7roble~ of 2ucan Sufferine'
:\.

?:o·.r to inter:cret Job

r:.

Scer.e 1 :

0od' s '"'erfect ··.·m

~.

Scene 2:

A C:osuic C·Jnvention

Jcene 3:

':'isaster Strikes

1 :13-2:10

Scene L:

Job's

co~forters

2:11-37:2~

c~.:-cl0

of speeches

~1 •

1.

:?irst
D..

b.
c.
2.

..,
-··

.
'··

~

..

1 :1-5
1:6-12

cc. 4:14

~li:"haz'

s~eech ancl '"rob's re"Jl:r
Bildad•s s='eech 9..'1d Job's re?lY
Zo?har's S!Jeech and Job's re!lY

':'he second

c.~rcle

of sJeeches

11:1-14:22

cc15-21

a.

~he

b.

Ril:~.a:~

s

seconC. S"'leec!t and .Tob's refl:'anse

c.

-.O~)har's

3ec0nd sneech c!'ld "T(')":J's r8n-:;onse

"'}le

t~ir~

c~rcle

':'he

~lihu

s~eeches

::.:cene 5:

second speech of

4:1-7:21
8:1-1·J:23

1

o-::

_,' s·,ul finds

•

~lnhaz

s~eeches

and :ob's resconse

cc.

cc. 32-)7
,~ea.ce

cc.

;2-~2

22-31

15:1-17:16

1-3:1-1?:2?
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~1e

Page 3

1.

'.'hilt do

2.

~.'hat

is the relationsl--ti!' betHee!1 suffr:ri!1,:_; and sin?

3.

~-~hat

Ca ;·:e learn ab0ut ·Jfferin:: advj.se to those suff8ring?

d.

~rue

;.,r false:

li~its

learn abnut :Jatan in cha?ters 1-2?

"':'h.e :_Jroble::1 of sufferine is i:1soJ.uble

of ttis life.•

\fi

thin the
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BIBLS
~ev.

Pave

S?.~IZS

Dra~er,

III
Instructor

s-;ssror; III - The ""sal1:1s
Introduction:

A.

1.

The hy:nn book of tlc.e "!"ebrew nation

2.

·!usic and religion arB inse'Parable

3.

~he Psal:ts ~!"e a ~irror into Hl1ich ()ne cen "!eer D-n0 see
and his e~otions reflected.

~ririn a~d

1.

Aut:~ors::i ~

a.
b.

2.

~sal~s:

of t'le "'sal::rs

Liberal vie\~ = ~ostlv after ~xile
Conservative vie~T = :1ost17 b:' ::1vid

'1ivisions of the T'se.l:::s

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
'2·.

characteristics of the

Jool: I
:!co!:: II

- :-osal:;:s 1 -

Book III
3ook IV
3ook v.

-

-

42
':'salc:s 73

"sal::~s

- :?salr:s
..,salns

-

?C

107

(five divisions ee.ch e!lding ~'lith a doxology)

41:13

- 72:19
89:52
-106:4.8

-

- 150:6

Ty?es of :'salns

1•
2.

3.
4.,

5.

1.
2.
3..

··a tio:r.al "'sabs such as 116 anc. 137
::a ture "sal:ns such as 8, 19, 104
':essia:lic nsal:ns such 2.s 22 .:c.nd 11 0
..,enitential "sal~s such e.s 6, 32, 51
r:iscellaneous :nsalns such as di~.2ctic Nisdo:n (?sa. 1 1 ,
trust (::'sa. 23), and 'T'hanks,.ivinl" ("'se.. 1131

~he

hin~elf

n~ture

of

~orl:

94:?, 32:8, 31:15

4.

r:2:-te !'lcrture of r:~.ar:.:
51 :5, 3:4,5
::..ove far nnd 's teac~·dY'ir:s:
119:92
'?ello":·:shi=-- :·rit:"! God: 42:1, L3:3, 63:1, 24

5.

?c1e future life:

5:5, 30:0, 1'i:1·0, 17:15
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D.

Use end influence of the
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Page 5

~salus

~ilsri~ songs of Israel:
?sa. 120- 134
':'e!:!:nle ·Jorshi;>: ""'sa. 1~J, 24
nriv!'.te ·xo:-sti'") in the te':l":>J.e ..,sa. 66: 16-20
In :nersonal devotions ?sa: ~2, 82
Used by Christ 118:22, Mg:9, 7q:2, 22:1

Used in e?..rl:r .':hurc:r. a.."'1d b:r ~hristian ~ef0r::1ers

1.

·..nich "se.l:us are :::tost :::e!'.nin,·f•.tl to you?

_l.

~he

::l(?e.r...ing of ":roverb".

Jivisions and authorship
1.

'Cha;Jters 1-9:

2.

Chapters 10-22:16

individual :'J::"Overbs :'.n brief cou:nlet for:c.

3.

Cha:nters 22:17-24

An exhortation on ::1any to-,ics.

4.

Cha:nters 25-29:

5.

Cha:nter 30:

r.:

~ha ~ter

7.

~ha~ter 31 :1n-31:
I~ ":"rFlis? t0 v.;rtuous ~ . 1 0:'l.a~hooc'!.
(~ac=--~ v'?rse
bec;ir..s ~.ri t~: a successi.vr:: letter of t~:c -~e-bre~.; al]ha'let!

1.

Ail e:-::,alted conce:nt of C'od.:

-iscussion

longer ty:~e discussion of ::oral c.n<' reli.c;ious truth
as ap;1lied to life.

Sayings erou"Ded by subject natter

'T'he words of Af;'Ur

31 :1-9

que~tion:

"'he lWrcs of Zinrr Lernue 1

3:1°, 5:21, 15:25

"Are any of the

~reverbs 0ut~~~ted?n
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FIRST EVANGELICAL CHURCH
SCHOOL FOR ADULT LE~DERSHIP TRAINING
Bi;,le III
Wisdom Literature
Session V - Ecclesiastes
A.

The meaning of "Ecclesiastes"
"One who sits and speaks in an assembly or church."

B.

Authorship
1.

Traditional: Solomon

2.

Song of Solomon represents "youth"
Proverbs represents "middle years"
Ecclesiastes represents "old age"

C.

Literary evaluation: Shows high regard for literary excellence.

D.

The message:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

a.
9.

The book must be interpreted as a WHOLE.

An attempt to solve the riddle of existence
Author thinking his way through life's experiences to its ultimate meaning.
1:2-9 indicates that life seems a round of meaningless cycles.
1:12-3:15 summarizes his search for meaning in life.
3:16-20 compares man to the animal world.
5:1-7 shows the same and insincerity in much of religion.
Chapters 7 - 10 express how a man can get a measure of satisfaction from
life.
Chapter 12 is a beautiful poem: "The house of life" - a picture of old age
12:1-2 key to understanding the Book.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
1.

What do we understand "all is vanity" to mean?

2.

Of what value is the Book of Ecclesiastes to New Testament believers?

,-,
7c
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?~e

Son~

of Solon0n

thour~hts

1.

Contrasting spirits and

2.

''Song of Song:s" - 3est of all songs

A.

fro!:l .Job and Scclesiastes

?'ature and 'rhene

1.

...,ri::mrily one thoug'ti; - "mhe joy of life"

2.

Central

'2.1 het:Ie:

Love e.s the

su-.,re~e

manifestetion

of that joy
!3.

Yarious ·rrays of

1.

Lyrj_c~.l

inter~reting

dra:na about the noble love )f a ·;::mng 1{0'J.an

;;ho encnuntered anc'. conf1uored the ere a test tec::::-tations.
2.

Poetical allegory of the love of Jehovah for Israel or
of Christ for the church.

3.

A collection

~isc~1ssion

~f ~<Teddine-

songs

questions

1.

-~hnt

2.

""':J.ich inter..-,retation is "'-Ost hel11ful?

is the snirituaJ. value of t''!is book for ':hrist:iP..ns?
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':'he

~ro!Jised

·:essiah

3ible Series V
I.

II.

0ri@:in and J.uthorship

A.

:\.ut'1orship dis:mted

3.

A 7ublican, kee::er of r..otes

.; .

Ar~aic

~ate

?.

and

le.r...~···uace

~lace

About ?n A.J.

lfalue anC. 17sefu:..ncss
~~inistry

IV.

needed

,.~~A.racteristics

::'.

Clidactic zos.,el

Ci-os]el of the Churcr..
?.
'l.

An

ecu.::~.enic.~.l

~'-;0ntacts

.·\.

nos:;el

and ;"i visions

"'he ·:escia!-, Intro2'.lced, 1:1-4 - 4:2'3
1. ~is lineag~, 1:1-17

2.
3.

~is

b~rt~,

~:is

be!)tis~,

!.

?is tenptation, J:1-11
·lis :Ji!1istr:r be~J.n, 4:12-25

5.

1:18- 2:23
3~1-17
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The ::essiah :.·inisterj.ng, 5:1-28:3<!.

3.

1.

by IJrece:9t

(the Ser:non on the :;ount)

2.

by :Jiracles

?-·.

b~r co::.T.iss:i 0~

A.

by

~enuncieti~n

5.

by

~ara~les

7.

by re 1relation

8.

by teachinr;s_ 17:9- 20:34

':'be ::essiah

8:1 - a:38

ro: 1-42
11:1 - 12:50

13:1-58

(~h~ ~ ransfiguratior:.l

suffer-:.::~g

triQ"~hal

his

21:1-11

2,

his :-:assion 1·1eek :ainistry

3.

~is

last "1assover

4,

his

Gethse~~ne

entrJ

7.

his burial

1.

"lis resurrection

2.

!"~is

26:30-46
26:47-

his arrest and trial
his crucifixion

21 :12 - 25:16

26:17-29

agony

~

17:1-16

21:1-27:66

1.

5.

5:1 - 7:29

27:2~

27:56

27:?7-66

28:1-20

sreat co!"1_:ti3sion

28:1r3-2~
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"'he Co!1o_uerinr; Servant
The Co:1passionate Servant
Eible Series '!

I.

Origin and
A.
3.

II.

qel?er to Apostles
Tradi.tion

Certain reductions

A.

3.

"

''"
r.
III.

~eligious

~.

rleP.r, no}_nted
"o~an anc r:entile rhristians

~onten+.s

•\..
~.

C.

D.
?..

~hl'racteristics

''iste1rical nnrrati ve
~cs~el of actinn
·:iracles and 'larables
':' ord :-,ain ter
Very d.escri~tive

The '3ervant 1 s Inauguration 1:1-13
1. !{is forerunner
(John the "Sa~tist)
2. '!is baptisCJ 1 :9-11
3. His temntation 1:12,13

The Servant 1 s "-<?.lilean '-Iinistry

A.
'3.

'TII.

ana

T'ivisions

A.

VI.

at~os,here

3yel·li tness Accounts
Contact with Anostles
r:e!"ltile ;,utreach

Style
A.

,,_

Aut~or

',,

1 :14 - 9:50

Until the c':loosing of the T';leve 1 :1 Ll. - 3:19
the cho,sine of t!:e '~\rleve 'to the co:unissi0ninR" of the ~,,.,rel ,e
3.:20 - '): 13
?ro!'!l the co:rrmissioninrr of the T:·ielve to the Tra!1sfic;uration
6:14 - 0 :13
"'ror:c t!-:e '"ransfi:;urRtion untj_l "'is deCJar+.ure b. to Judea o: 1t,-<;:0
~ro::!

':'':le Servant's ,7urie<?.n "'inistry
:2,

1:1-8

10:1 - 16:2'"'

.,..,httrisees, rich y()une ruler, disci~J.es instruc-f;ed 10:1-52
The triu::!:;Jhal entry 11:1-11
~uestioners silenced
11:12- 12:4~
·?he future foretold 1"'":1-37
~':le ~nointing of Shrist
1L:1-9
r~~e l2st ~asso-rrer and fi.et:1ser.1,~.I:e e.7or.y- ~f ;~rist
14:1 ~-52

Course Outline

T'le trial of r:hrist

I.

~he

:, •

The ascension

resurrecti0n

Page 4

14 : 53 - 15 : 15

1h:1-9

16: 1 '?-20
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:Sible Series '!

I.

Introduction
A.
'l.
S.

!I.

Authors'li"
Jate
'!'o ~·,bora ~.~·ri tten

Content

D.

lirth and ci1ildhood of Jesus
to ~reach
Six :'liracles
19 parr_bles

~.

~ost-r~surrection

~alled

III.

I'l.

'l.

7I.

S~ecial

a~'earance

?eatures

.,

-•ost l i terB.ry 0f Gosnels
Jenus' :=-a~rer life

s.

?und of Sinner
S~irit filled ~ay

?he pre-aration of the
,\.
3.
C.
]).

:"orcn:ord
"'!irt':l e.nd
:'eraldinr:;
'";enealoey

~.

Te~?tations

~edee:::er

1 : 1-4chi:'.dhood of :ohn the la::'tist -~nrl ~'lrist
anr. baptisr1 of J.-,sus by John 3:1-22
0f ~:::rist 3:23-38

of

~hrist

4:1-13

':'he ::inistry of the ?edee:::er
.:.!..

~o

'3.

~o

L

".
"'
":'

4:14 - t9:28

t~e r:1u: ti tudes b~· ~iracles
4:14 - 8:56
the apostles by t£~chin~s 9:1 - 19:28

? 1-:e TJassion of the :--edee:::cr

"S.

1:1 - 4:13

~he

19:29 - 23:56

tri=)hal entr:· 10:20-t!f1!"
ion c·:eek ::tinistr:r F':45
21 :38
"7'1he l~st "'1assover 22 :1-£!.6
r::,_n :trrBst "-nd triel 22:£!.7 - 23:.15
~1,.e C"!"'~lC; fixion
23:26-t!.q
nhe '::lt:rial 23; 5·J-56

The

~ass

-

1 :5 - 2:52
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VII.

The Tri11.!:!1)h of the

".edee~er

A.

T!1e resurrection

;J.

':'he .,ost-resurrection

c.

?he ascension

Page 6

24:1-53

211: 1-12
e.c:r"ear~,nces

24:50-53

2't: 13-'-9
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·oao·e
b-

..L

Bible Series V
JOE:!

The 'look of Christ
~he ~ternnl Son of God

I.

Intro~uction

-'-·

?.

.\ut::.ors!1i -:1
::ate and ~1:-'!ce
:Ur~ose

I::.

Content
A.

':'.ey ver3e

1.
3.

c.

"-'•

s.

I IT.

20:30,31

w~jor e::r:~hasis

of -:.-:ri tine
Characteristics of the Gos~el
3tyle
::itructure
1. "rologue 1:1-18
2. ~osnel of witness 1:19
5:71
3. ~eriod of Conflict 7:1 - 11:53
4. ~eriod of 2risis 11:54- 17:25
5. ~eriod of Cons~~~ation 18:1 - 20:31
~ranner

?•

~.Tajor 'Zw?~asis

G.
:! .

Vocabulary
!:haracters

r;:1.e Son's

~ei t~,r

7

·1.,

"'roloc:ue

"':1.y Joh'"1 the ~~--='tist

G.

'~I A:n's"

?ecovni ~ed

t:!.

I'.

I7.

t:1e

1 :1-5
1 :~-34; ):22-3h

ov

various discinles 1 :35 - 2:12
ly those at the.~assovo.r 2:13-25
3y '"icode,cus 3 : 1-21
3y tc1e :anari tar$ .i: 1-42
"':r a ne>ble::~an 4:43-54

The 3on's f:ei'!::r Confil'::led

A.

Thr~ugh ~iracles
5:1 1. i-Iealing of i~~otent

2.

3.
3,

c.

1 : 1 - 4-: 54.

6:21
wan

5:1-.:17

?eeding of the five thousl'.nd
'·"alkin.o; 0n the sec>. 5:16-21

~hrouf:l:.

1.
2.
3.

5:1 - 12:19

teachir:ss

~n bre~d of life
6:22-71
At the fe~st of tabcrnacl2s
r~

the

te~nle

~eali n~

7:1-53

3:1-5?

r::'t:-oup-!1 the raisin:S" of
r:'!;,::ough

6:1-15

La~a.rus

of t:-:e bli:J.d ::a.n

11:1-57
~1:

1-.11

7
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E.

F.
'·

c.

r:.
'!I.

Through ?re!lch::~ent or.. the Good Shepherd
Through ;:;oDular accla.in 12: 1-19

The Son's
A.
3.

~eity

Tested

10: 1-t.2

12:21- 19:42

In c'is last )ublic di.scou:-se 12 :21-5"
In ~~is fins.l t9n.chinfs to the A~')stles
:~is seizure l!.nC. trit1l
12:1 - 10:15
::"is crudfixion 1 (): 17-42

'"he :Con's

A.
3.

Page 8

~eit:r Triun~hant

13:1 -

20:1 - 21:25

In :!is victo:r:r over deu tl: 20:1-10
In ~Iis ~-:;lnrious n.y~"~ea:r~nces 20:11-21:25

17:2~
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Bible Series V

ACTS
:l.cts:

I.

'i'':le 3ook of the '\:Jostolic AcU vi ty
The 'ocor~.s of the earl•r c-hurch
·~he ~oo!{ of the S:::i~i t 's ~:at:. ve.tion

Intr~ducti~n

A.

Autl1orshi ~

E.

Date

•

'ur]ose
II.

III.

Content
A.

::istorical

?.

~:ain ~~arrative

c.

~hronoloeicr-~.1

d.n.ta

T:1e ':hurch instituted unC'er

'.....

~

~.

c.
~-

~-

?.
:J..

I'J,

ap:'roac~

~eter

'l'he ascension of ~hrist 1:1-11
:'he found:.ng of the .Jerun::tl~::. t;hurc!1 at -,entecost 1-12 - 5:t12
.~'b.e church -::J:-gani~ation e::l2.r~ed .S:1-7
':':-.e first ch,Irch martyr li :8 - ~:d.
':'~e foundinc of the churc!1 at :~ao2.ria, and the ::!in:.stry of ~hilir;

8: 5-:1-'l
An i:J--"'~orte.r..t conversioc 9=1-31
':'!!e f::>undin;; of the churc~! at :'cesnrea; end the :-:irlistry of '""'eter
9:32 - 12:25

'"he ;hurch e:c..,anded Ul'J.der "'aul

A.
3.

c.

D.
~?

"·

1:1 - 12:25

13: 1-28:31

The establishin~ of churcl'.es in c'sia ::inor 13:1 - 1'' :26
The solving of Je;-;ish-Gentile ;robles 15:i-35
The establis1u-:tent of churches i!:! C::eece 15:3.:1 - 18:22
r.rhe rev:i.si ting of ch11!'c!les in Asi2 ~=ir.or .:'nd ·irer:~ce 18:23 - 21 : 17
:::he im~riSO!lcent of ?aul in cTerusal<?~l 21:18 - 2):22
':'he re;:.oval of ?aul to Cn.esarce 23:23 - 2c~32
':;he vo,yaEe nf ?aul to Pn:1e 27: 1 - 29:31

Course Outline
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Bible :Oeries V

")evelatio:l:

·The '3ook of Last ':'!1inr;s
~he

~x~ectant

Church

':'ri bulc. tion and Firl?,l Tri u..~::h

.,.

( ?.ev. 1 : 1 -3'
A.

r.
C.
D.

IT.

':;he ""'lace of rnvel.""Jtion

\utr_orshi)
T'nte
''ur:_Jose

InterT'retntion
.\.
3.

c.

The raeterist School
The s·-iri tu2.l or icc:nlist 8chool

The historicPl '" chool
School

r. The futurist
III.

IV.

The "iillennial 7ie:·iS
A.
B.

Posbillen!J.ial
Asillennie.l

~.

~renillennial

'::'j_e "'"'resent
.\.

B.

c.

~rcssage

1:4-3:22

~he actc:'.ress
1 ;4-6
·'"C'he S':'ea 1cer 1 :7-20
·The :uess.q~es to t~e

~::.e ':onin~:- ~vents

seve~

c:hurches

2:1

-

3:~2

d: 1 - 22:,5

The ,judze-.ents

3.

VI.

1.

~he

1l'"JOn the er.rth
4:1 - 1P.:24
vision of the throne 4:1 - 5:14

2.

~~e

seven seals

Conclusion
A.
u.

6:1 - 8:5

?he sr;yen t:n.t;';:"Jets 3:6- 11 :1?
4. The interYal 12:1 - 14:20
5. ~he seven vials 15:1 - 16:21
1),
The juC.~ee::;e!lt of "3ab:r.!.on" 17:1 - 13:24
'I'l"le ::~111<-:mnial reic::t of Christ 19:1-10
1. The c.arri?.~e sup'"ler 1?:1-10
2. The ne~·r heave!! and .!1e1·· earth 21:1 - 22:5
22:'i-21

Final Herds of Jes11s
?inal ·.·ror:~s of J'J~!l

22:6 - 20a
:20b, 21

2~
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FIRST EVANGELICAL CHURCH
4-55 Locust s·~:..'~et, N. "'·
Salem, O~egon 37303

SPRING SALT TERM,
FORMAT:

THE EPISTLES -- OF PAUL AND PASTORAL
"A Bible Panorama Course"
Charles Fogg, Teacher
Bible, Unit VI

This study divides into two major divisions:
I. The Epistles of Paul the Apostle
II. The Pastoral Epistles

The Epistles of Paul will be studied in four sessions: (1) The Apostle -a study of the life and ministry of Paul the Apostle; (2) the letter to the
church in Rome (Romans}; (3) Letters to the churches in Greece and Asia
Minor; (4) letters to persons
I Timothy, II Timothy, Titus and Philemon.
Division of the Pastoral Epistles will be studied in two sessions: (1) I Timothy, II Timothy, (2) Titus and Philemon.
The materials needed for the course are: Notebook, pencil/pen, and a New
Testament you can write in.
LESSON 1 - The Apostle Paul
1.

Born - Saul of Jewish parents (Tribe of Benjamin) cf. Philippians 3:5-6

2.

A Roman Citizen- Acts 16:37
Free born - Acts 22:28

3.

Raised in a Greek environment; born, raised and educated in Tarsus,
a Greek city in Asia Minor - Acts 21:39
a. - He combined three influences--Jewish, Roman and Greek
No other apostle could do this.
b.

Born in a city (a university city, a cultural center, a shipping
headquarters.

c.

A tent maker.

d.

Graduate school at the feet of Gamaliel

e.

Saul was trained in the Scriptures (was a Pharisee).

Paul learned a trade

4-.
5.

Saul's converstion - Acts 9:1-16
Paul in Arabia (Galatians 1:16-17) - about 3 years at Sinai
Saul became Paul.

6.

Per.sonal problems: small; bold headed; thorn in the flesh (prayed 3
times) acute ophthalmia or epilepsy

7.

Death (Tradition says he was beheaded in Rome.)
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CL AS S

AIM:

TO EXPERIENCE AND EXPRESS THE LORD JESUS CHRIST

PURPOSE:

The Minister teaches these classes for all
persons preparing for m~mbership in the First Evangelical
Church of North America (nel-l Christians, renewed Christians,
and those who are joining by transfer from other churches).
These are informative and inspirational sessions where
many people experience Christ and make new or renewed
commitments to Him. Here is where inquirers learn to
understand, accept and share the Christian faith.
It is the hope and prayer of First Evangelical Church
that her prospective members 11ill come to experience the
Lord Jesus Christ in a nm~ and exciting dimension. The
Pastor's Class provides an opportunity for these people
to discover the positive, loving and joyful Christian
fellowship our church offers. Young and old study together to clearly understand the Christian faith and the
duties and privileges of the Christian life. Membe~s
of the class come to a commitment or recommitment to
Jesus Christ and hopefully experience a great spiritual
maturity as they declare themselves ready to become members of our growing congregation.
Time is given fer questions and discussion. Older
Christians help the ne1-1 Christians by sharing their
experiences with God and the ne••, young Christians show
and enthusiasm for Christ that renews and refreshes the
spirits of "veteran Christians."

CHALLENGE:

TO SHARE AND CEIRE!
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PASTOR'S

C L A S S

First Session

l.

Getting acquainted.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

What are your church backgrou.'1ds?
Why do you attend First Evangelical Church?
Hhy are you coming to this class?
Are there any questions you would like answered in these classes?
Hould you like to share some experiences you have had in thEChristian life?
How many of you are making your first real com'-litment to Jesus
Christ?

2.

How does Sod reveal Himself

3.

Hhat is Faith?

4.

What is the Apostle's Creed?

5.

Hhat do we knot' about God?
a.
b.
c.

6.

1:0

us?

Hhat does it do?

as our Creator?
as our Father?
as our Provider?

Hhat diff.::rence does all of this make in our daily living?

Second Session
l.

What is the Trinity?

2.

Hho is the Holy Spirit?
a.
b.
c.

3.

h'ho is Jesus Christ?
a.
b.
c.
d.

4.

Hhat
i-lhat
Hhat
'tlhat

did H~ do?
did ne say?
did others say about Him?
does He mean to you?

vlhat is salvation?
a.
b.

c.
5.

Hhat doc;s He do?
?
How do vr.;, experiance u.
u~!':'\.
1-ihat are the Fruits of the Spirit?

l'lhat is sin?
Hov; did it get here?
;·iha·t is the solution to it?

How do we experience sc:lvati:m?
a.

YJhat is forgivent:ss?

b.

i;hat difference docs i't make?
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Third S<:ssion
1.

What is the t-lord of God?
a.
b.
c.

Hhat do we mean ~>~hen we say that it is our only rule of faith
and practice?
How •..ras it Nritt,~n?
How was it completed?

2.

How did the English Bible come to be?

3.

\-/hat about newer versions, translations and paraphrases?

4.

How do we read the Bible?

5.

Hel-l do we interpret

6.

What does the Bible mean to you?

7.

A copy of "The Greatest Is Love" is offered free to each class member.

~1hat

w.; read?

Fuurth Session
l.

What is "the meaning of Philippians 1:6 - ''nG who began •... Hill complet,::?"

2.

How do we express gratitude to God?
a.
b.
c.

3.

How do He worship God?

a.
b.
c.
d.
4.

How do we love God?
How do we work fer God?
Hm~ do we ;li tness for God?

In public?
In private?
In the home?
Small groups?

HoH do we pray?
a.
b.

c.
d.
e.

Hhat?
\fuen?
Hhero?
To Hhorn?
Through Whom?

5.

How is prayer answered?

6.

HoH h;;.s pra:1er been ansuer"'d in your life?

7.

What is the importance of a disciplined, devotional life?
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Fifth
1.

c.
d.

e.
f.
g.

What do they me~•?
Hhat do they do?

\-.'hat is the importance of stewardship?
a.
b.

4,

Early church
National churches
1. Eastern
2. Greek
3. Roman
Reformat ion
Protestant denominations
R.C.A.
L History
2. Organization
Other faiths
Cults and sects

What are the Sacraments?
a.
b.

3.

s~ssion

A summary of Church history from Pentecost to the present day.
''-·
b.

2.

Page J-t

1-hatare the blessings of being a tither?
Why is it more blessed to give than to receive?

How does the church spend her people's offerings?
Sixth Session

1.

The members of the Church Consistory, particularly the Elders, arc
present ~t this last session.

2.

1•lembers of th., class are asked to share tho2:ir personal faith and their
understanding of the content of the Christian faith.

3.

The Elders vote to receive in the church ~embership those who answer
the roll call and respond to the central question:
"Do you belic;ve that Jesus Christ is your personal Saviour?"
by answering,
;'Yes, truly, with all my heart."

4.

A time of sharing is held.

5.

The members of the class are then challenged with the goal of sharing
Christ with others and caring for them.
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TEACHING HELP I
THE APOSTLES' CREED
I believe in God the Father Almighty, 1-laker of Heaven
and earth;
And in Jesus Christ His only Son our Lord;
Hho Has conceived by the Holy Spirit, born of the
Virgin ~lary, suffered under Pontius Pilate, was crucified,
dead and buried; (He descended into Hell);
The third day He arose again frorn the dead;
He ascended into Heaven, and sitteth on the right
hand of God the Father Almighty;
From thence He shall come to judge the quick
(living) and the dead.
I believe in the Holy Spirit;
The Holy Catholic (universal) Church;
The communion of saints;
The forgiveness of sins;
The resurrection of the body;
And the life everlasting.
Amen.
This creed, or statement of belief, was already in use by the Christian
Church as early as 100 A. D., and is, in fact, based on Xatthew 28:19, "Go
therefore and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the
Futher and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. ;o
"It is precisely the Church's belief about the Fathe~, the Son and the
Holy Spirit that this creed defines, and it is probable that the Apostles'
Creed was in fact constructed to state the Church's belief on the great
basic matters of the faith, which l•/Cre the foundations of all missionary
preaching."''
This creed has been used in Churches, then, almost 2,000 years, and
virtually every Christian group accepts it as valid.
'''Hilliam Barclay - The Aoostles' Creed for Everyman (1967)
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TEAC:liNG HELP II

our=\

13ELIErS

\\{::;;:::;;;:/.1 ABOUT GOD

·::,:~":. L God is the Creator and Rule of the universe.
;;('C~'fft:>>i 2. He ~s the Fat~er of Je:us Chri~t.
;/·.if[\}§:;f:J. .': 3. He ~s. our Fatner and ~onll pronde for all the needs of our
<···:·· ~J.;,j.¥
bod~es and souls.
\.'' · . ·.·.·· ·
He is present everywhere.
<{:·,::·;: ;:<:::....:_::·1 ABOUT JESUS CHRIST
"/::f;'t?d.}~~ii 1. Jesus Christ is the only begotten Son of God
;:;}:~~:· 2. He gave His life as the perfect sacrifice for the sins of the
::·:· '§.~·:: >:.~:. :!
Horld.
3. He arose from the dead and is alive forevermore.
:;::,•:,:, ,.;·:··::::::::( ..': 4. He is Kin of Kings and will be finall victorious over all evil.

;::tJ\1'7P5f<

~~ra,·
::::~~~if~~~~~~i~~~~~;~~;~:~:~:;;::~;:;~;;:
::~~~~;::_
: ·;. ..: . .I
ABOUT 11Ali
':( .'· ·;."'~: · . l. Man is by nature sinful and cannot make himself good .
..<: ;:.:.)~. ·:::.. ;·• .: 2. He can only be made righteous by accepting God's forgiveness

:,;:;:;:0tf;#!.:C':j

;j;::}';''JkJ:/!){;

fo1• sin through Jesus' sacrifice on the cross.
3. He will be given a new life b.scause of his relation to Jesus

r~w:ct:~JJFk 4.

c~~i~=~i

He
ned for everlastin life.
ABOUT THE BIBLE
.;'··.:::·f.; !1. The Bible is the inspired \vord of God .
..: '(,,;-8'~4.); j 2. It is our only guide to show us what we should believe and how
~=·j
we should live.
.. · "" : · · 3. It is for everyone to re-'ld so that all may hear God speak to
::::;·.: :') :..:::'" ·. .
their hearts and minds.

::·.::·:.:;.i:":X:,.

· :;

\"'._:.\2.:·:;-r:l ~~o~~e T~~u~~~R~~~made

up of people of every race who believe in

.:i1t.~:~. ·.;·~.:·.~·'. :·;j]l' ~:k~~~:~~~;:~;;"::;;::;.::::~~;':~;;~;;.;~;:~;~;~,··

'

4: ·.·

ship and of their membership in th6 Christian church.
The task of the church is to make Jesus Christ knoHn throughout
the whole world.
ABOUT THE SACRAMENTS
1. We have two sacraments, instituted by Christ in the new
covenant, or testament. They are baptism and the holy supper, or communion.
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TEACHING HELP III

THE CRIGIN Ai/D GR0\·171-i OF THE ENGLISH BIBLE
1961
1952

1901
1884
Douay
(Rom.Cath.)

1611

!! . T. 1582

1568

0. T. 1610

1560

1539
1535

N.T. 1525
1522 (German)

H.T. 1380

Wycliffe

400 A.D.

Vulgate

285 B.C.

Ancient Versions
Ancient Copies
"lost Ancient Copies
Original

~lanuscripts

The ab~•vc rh•nHing shoHs 1:he gradual development of the English Bible as Hell as the
fou."'ld.ations upon which each successive version rests. In the providence of God, the
church is the di·Jine institution whose high task i± is to preserve the Holy Bible and
tn pt•oclaim hs message of redeeming grace in Jesus Chris1:.

Ol

./-
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EXHIBIT B
MENBERSH!P RECORD SHEET
(One sheet per family)
STREET ADDRESS AND CITY

PHONE

ZIP CODE

FULL GIVEN NA11E OF EACH PERSO~l IN FANILY WHO
Check one for Each Person
IS JOINING (Please indicate Hrs. or Niss)
Confession Reaffirmation Transfer
First

Hiddle

Last

First

11iddle

Last

First

Middle

Last

First

Middle

Last

First

Niddle

Last

·--'

~--,

I

I

r---'
L.-...1

I

I

__

;

--;

CJ
,--1
·--'
I

'

I

!

Hish
to be
Ba~:tized

c

c=l
CJ
CJ

I

c::J

c:::::r

l

i

I
I

IF TRANSFERRING GIVE !lANE AND ADDRESS OF CHURCH
Name of Church

Name of Church

Street Address

Street Address

City and State

Zip Code

Zip Code

City and State

Your name as given on former church records

Your name as given on former church records

AGE GROUP OF THOSE JOINING
12-17

18-25

26-30

31-40

41-.55

Over 55

_12-17

18-25

26-30

31-40

41-55

Over 55

12-17

18-25

26-30

31-40

41-55

Over 55

_12-17

18-25

26-30

31-40

41-55

Over 55

FAMILY INFORNATION
Husband's Name
Religious back_gr_o-~~-d~--------------Occupation__________________________
NAHES OF ALL CHILDREN
Names

Date of School
Birth
Grade

Wife's tlame_;----..,,----------------Religious Background.___________________
Occupation____________________________
Hish to
have
Date of Place of
11inister
Baptized?
Baptism Baotism

List any in family who are members (Indicate relationship): _________________________

A Class Outline for Principles of Christian Marriage
Page 1
SCHOOL FOR ADULT LEADERSHIP TRAINniG
FIRST EVANGELICAL CHURCH
''455 Locust S':~.'aet, :·1. E.
Salem, Oregon 97303
"How to Succeed in Family Living"
Who's who
I.

A man God can trust--Genesis 18:19
Abraham judged on the basis of how he would bring up his children.

II.

Responsibilities of a father--Deuteronomy 6:6,7; Joshua 24:15; Ephesians 6:4
A.
B.

c.
III.

God speaks to wives--! Peter 3:1-6
A.
B.
C.
D.

IV.

Spiritual leadership
Educational guidance
Discipline

The fruitful witness of a faithful wife
Beauty is more than "skin deep"
Something to aim for (Proverbs 31:10-12, 27, 28)
First and foremost, submission (Ephesians 5:24)

Togetherness -- Ephesians 5;21, 33; Proverbs 22:6
A.
B.

c.

In love and respect
In the matter of training the children
Your heart, Christ's home (Ephesians 3:17) Ma.y CIV!.iA.t .t!vr.o~lt IJOUIT.
Qa..Uit ;actually) dwe.U--4e.ttee down, ab..i.de., make H.i.A peJ!11u1nent home.-~t r.JOUJt /teaJr.;(A I May IJOU. be Mo.ted deep ~ tove. and 6ounded 4eCUJteiy
on tove.. Amphlified Bible

TO DISCUSS
1.

The apostle Paul puts fatherhood on the highest of all planes when he writes,
"the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, ••• from Whom all fatherhood takes its
title and derives its name." (E!Jhesians 3:14,15 Amplified Bible).

2.

Is this too overwhelming for the average Christian father? What are some of
the specific ways a man can begin to rise to such a challenge?

3.

What if the husband refuses to assume the spiritual leadership in his home·?

4,

How do modern living standards and situations relate to and mili'tate against
the biblical principle of a wife's being in subjection to her husband?

5.

Since Ged's word is so specific, so indeniably clear on this point, is the
disregard of it a strong clue 1:0 the many unhappy homes in our nation?

6.

What factors in a man tend to make his wife "take over"--or are some women
"just like this"?

7.

The Bible has a word for nagging women: "A dry crust eaten in peace is better
than steak every day along with argument and strife. " (Proverbs 17: l, :W. ving

Class Outline - Page 2

8.

To what extend should a wo~an reasonably expect her husband to assist her with
housework/caring for child~en?

"Emanc).pa.:ei.on o6 women" began w.i.dt .tfte dawn o6 Ch.Jri..4ti.ani;t!J. U 4..till. htU. Lt..& deepu.t ~ul6-Ufme.n.:t; .in the. WOilW't who .ta.ke.t. the. B.ib!e !UI helL 4:tanciw'td 0 UJtule. a.nd p!UtC.•

.t.i.c.e.. SUBMISSION, OBEVIENCE, HONOR be.c.ome. -WtpoJt.ta.n.t bec.aLL4e. God haA 1t2.qu.U!.e.d ..the.4e
a.tt.i..tude.4 •

•

A Class Outline for Principles of Christian Marriage
SCHOOL FOR ADULT LEADERSHIP TRAINI.'IG
FIRST EVANGELICAL CHURCH
455 Locust Street, N. E.
Salem, Oregon 97303
"How to Succeed in Family Living"
household barome1:er
I.

"Being right all the time"
A.

Only one Person qualifies; note his attitude (Philippians 2: l-7)

B.

"Wise in your own conceits" is the Bible's estimate of Mr. "Have-to-beright-all-the-time" (Romans l2:l6b)

c. Avoiding this pitfall (Romans l2:l0)
II.

III.

Playing favorites in the family--Genesis 25:28; 27
A.

Deception instigated by the mother

B.

She played on "obey my voice" (vs. 8, 13, 43)

C.

Took advantage of the father's weakened physical condition

Better than silence--Proverbs lS:l, 2, 4, 7 (first half of each verse)
A.

For peaceful coexistence
(Romans l2:l8) The Scriptural code of being agreeable even when we do
not agree on a matter.

TO DISCUSS
~roving

l.

What satisfaction does one gain from

he is right?

2.

How would you rate such a person in your list of friends?

3.

How does the "jumping off" place for a healthy marriage, as defined in the
students' book, agree perfectly with the truth of Scripture? (Romans 3:10)

4.

How many specific sins resulted from Rebekah's showing favoritism to one son?
And did any good come of it as far as Rebekah was concerned?

5.

One of the blessings of being a Christian is the knowledge it gives us that C~d
listens when we pray (Psalm 40:1). How can we, in turn, assure others that we
are really listening to them. We are not just wishing they would finish what
they're talking about so we can say what we have in mind.

6.

How can we, when our children are still very young, guard against their becoming
uncommunicative with us in their teen-age years?

In your family?
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Handout with Principles of Christian Marriage Class

FIRST EVANGELICAL CHURCH
455 Locust Stre~t, N. E.
Salem, Oregon 97303
Principles of Christian Marriage
TEN COMMANDMENTS FOR MODERN PARENTS

l.

Give your children the support of love and confidence, with appreciation of the individuality of each. This will provide for them
a firm foundation of faith in you, in themselves and in life.

2.

Plan for good times with your children and try always to realize
how things seem to a child. This will create a pleasant home atmosphere and a pattern for happy family life.

3.

Give your children a share in the tasks, plans and creative activities
of the home. Through taking responsibilities in accordance with their
strength they will grow in character and increase in resourcefulness.

4-.

Look for good which you can praise more than for faults which you
must condemn. Children generously encouraged try to improve still
more, but those too much condemned lose heart and expect little good
of themselves.

5.

Value curiosity in your children and stimulate in them the love of
By rewarding their inquiries and
developing their appreciations you inspire them to a larger growth.
all things true and beautiful.

6.

Teach your children to convert obstacles into opportunities.
Strength develops by firm purpose and by creative conquest of difficulty.

7.

Develop in yourself such qualities as you want your children to have.
Honesty, considerateness, courage--such virtues come mainly by example
and contagion. You want vital growth not mere conformity.

a.

Make your home a center of friendship and good neighborliness. Its
ties of comradeship will prepare members for good citizenship L~ the
community, the nation and the world.

9.

Share with your children in the fellowship of the church. This will
give them the sustaining strength of a community of faith and love
which extends across the ages and embraces all people.

10.

Lead your children into faith in God through discipleship to Jesus
Christ that they may be work~~ with God in overcoming evil and promoting the good. This will be aided by thought-sharing, religious
interpretation and worship in the home, and by living in the great
purposes of the Kingdom of God.
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Course Outline for Dynamic Relationships
S::HOOL FOR ADULT LEADERSEIP TPATIITI'G
FIRST EVANGELICAL CSJRCH
455 Locust Street, N.E.
Salem, Oregon 97303
DYNAMIC RELATIONSHIPS
Outline of Course

I.

Some scriptural passages as a frame of reference:
A.

B.

c.
D.

E.
F.
G.

H.
II.

III.

John 3:16
II Tirr~thy 3:16-17
~atthew 6:24
II Timothy 2:23-26
Galatians 5:17-15
Ephesians 5:20
I Thessalonians 5:16-18
Colossians 1:29

Purposes of this class:
A.

Realize and experience one's own worth m:::.re clearly.

B.

Increase knowledge and awareness of the dynamics
pers.:>n and the dynamics within groups.

C.

Improve skills that facilitate positive personal relationships

D.

Provide opportunities and encouragenent for those in the class group
to make significant growth in the experience of personal relationships,

E.

Increase one's own effectiveness in developing positive relationships
with others--by correlating skills, kn01vledge, The Spirit, and faith.

be~deen

Suggested readings:
A.

I'm O.K., Your're O.K., by Thomas Harris, pp, 1-64

B.

The Hiracl e of Dialogue, by Ruel

C,

I and II Timothy

D.

Prison to Praise, by Merlin C. Carothers

E.

Person to Person, by Carl Rogers

Ho~re

person-
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____

___ _

_....__of

T~cllnic1.:.es

C-c~t:.~t~idc:ttiorJ

~·u:··::..<;:~i~S cf the r.v::r~~:
?o e::pJ.o-:.k,:: the Ji;.$ii.r.inrr of cc;:··.:un~-~a.tic,n; t.o discuss some
p:;;bicr::?;-il.;dtecr-;;;::i~"iies; to b(!:tp with Sflccific ~on:r.,t:niGation nsed:~.

Wri tc out your

o~:n

definition of corlltTiuni.c:t tion

Civc o;-.e or nore e:~;amples of effecHve co::m:unicat~•..£;:;) uh~.- :ll'C t.hc;r cffc-::tive?- - - - -

\·:5.th.

h'hor.; do rou ccr;;r.ul!ic.::te effecti'C'aly?

-----------------

----------------.. th 't·:!"lar.t Co you communic:;;ta poorly'? "1'hy?

-------------~

..'hy ;.;.ra you effective?_________

--------------------

~·;~

C'c:;cerninr;

i·ii:al;

::zt:bjaets ci,, you cor::m.!'1icat9 t;ell?

:.Jhy? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

-------------------------

--·

-----------------

---------

------------------------

-----------------------------·-------------------------------- -------------------------------------------

Course Outline for Family Finances and You
"FAMILY FINANCES -AND YOU"
7 weeks

COURSE OUTLINE
<:irl E. Beach
Instructor

1~

January 14th - CEB
a. Introduction to course
b. Introduction of members of class for free exchange of
questions and answers
c. Scriptural background for good stewardship
d. Financial terms questionaire to determine familiarity of subject
e. Film- "Your Town" -courtesy of Oregon Bankers Assoc. (15 Min)
Review multiple services of a commercial bank in a community

2-

January 21st - Al Chapparo -Accountant
a. Budgeting
b. Discussion of wise use of discretionary income
c. Time permitting- Film !!.The Plastics Criminal" -(20 min)
Illustrates the fraudulent use of credit cards and how Law
Enforcement people prevent such activity
1

3-

January 23th -Mr. & Mrs.Vic Troyer- !1gr. Albertson's Market
a. Wise shopping for groceries
b. Discussion of sources of money and different costs involved
c. Review of interest rates and rebate methods of pre-payment plans

4-

February 4th - 1-l:arvin Abeene, Trust Officer The Commercial Bank
a. Discussion of Wills & Personal Trusts
b. Question and answer period

5-

February llth - Dave Guzman, Insurance Agent
a. Casualty & Life Insurance -coverages b. How much insurance should I cover and what to. watch out for!
c. Ques:ions and answers- auto, life, home, insurance.

6-

February 13th- CEB
a. credit Cards -use & Mis-Useb. Film - "Hot-Cards" Courtesy of InterBank Master Charge Assoc.
c. Question & answer period;
d. How to get the most good out of your credit cards and still
not become over-extended on your obligations

7-

February 25th - Gary Friesen - State of Oregon Income Tax Auditor·
a. Income taxes
b. Tips to avoid making mistakes on your tax returns
c. Records to keep to take full advantage of tax refunds and deductions

SUMMARY:
If the class is interested in home financing, and borrowing for home
remodeling I will try to work into our session a specialist on this

~~
·--------------------------------~--~=~=~---

A Class Outline for Family Finances and You
FAHILY FINANCES -AND YOU!

Carl E. Beach
Instructor

January 14th - First Class
Scripture background:
1- Luke-chapter 16- Parable of the Unjust Steward
2- Ecclesiastes 10:19
"A feast is made for laughter, and wine maketh merry, but
money answereth all things"
3- l Timothy 6:10
"For the love of money is the root of all evil: which while
some coveted after, they have erred from the faith, and
pierced themselves• through with many sorrows"
4- Romans 12:11
"Be not slothful in business, fervent in spirit, serving
the Lord"
5- Luke 9:25
"For what is a man advantaged if he gain the whole world
and lose himself, or be cast away"
6- John 10:10
-----"I am come that they might have life and that they
might have it more abundantly!"
Summary:
Keep your priorities in order ! Don't become so business
minded that you lose your soul or the abundant life that Jesus
has promised those who come unto him - - -CEB-
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"Living Together"
The Auction Game
The auction game is a simulation game designed to
bring out some of the attitudes and values that condition
the choices students make. Upon entering the fantasy world
of the auction game, dreams and hopes can be bought. The
items offered for sale represent a rich variety of personal
goals. Each student has a total of 2000 investment units.
Twenty-three items will go up for bid, and the highest bidder
gets the item. The students are familiar ~t1ith all of the
items before the bidding starts. The sales are recorded on
the board for review upon completion of the game. There is a
defriefing discussion upon completion of the auction with
implications for a secondary English class.
ITEMS
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

AN EXCITING LIFE:

You will lead an exciting, stimulating
life - encountering a wide variety of
new experiences with the confidence th~
you are equal to all challenges and
able to enjoy whatever comes your 1·1ay.
FINANCIAL SECURITY: You will have sufficient money to
supply any material needs or desires
you have, plus enough surplus wealth
to use for any purpose of your choice be it pampering others, contributing
to charity, or assuring social status.
PERSONAL FREEDOM: You will have a life of independence,
always being able to do what you know ~
right for you in the here and now,
without any interference from others.
PLEASURE: You will lead an enjoyable, leisurely life.
You will not be rushed by committments, and all
possible pleasures 'tJill readily be available.
CLOSENESS TO GOD: You will experience a communion with
God - will know that you are serving
Him and that you will achieve His purpree
for you.
'
A WORLD OF BEAUTY: You will live close to the beauty of
nature and the beauty of fine art,
literature, music, and the theatre.
JOB SATISFACTION: You will be recognized by all as being
the best in your profession, contributing more than you ever hoped and
achieving everything you ever dreamed.
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8.

A LONG LIFE Ai'!D GCOD HEALTH: You will live far longer
than the normal life expectancy, but
your physical and mental health will
be superbly excellent. You will benefit from both the vitality of youthfulness and the wisdom born of exoerience.
·
9. A COMPREHENSIVE PERSONAL LIBP~RY: You will possess a
personal library containing every bit
of information ever recorded. The
information will be totally accessible - you will be able to receive
immediately any item you request, in
printed or voice-recorded form.
10. AN IDEAL SETTING: You will have a home overlooking the ma:t
beautiful scenery in the world. The
home will have all the atmosphere,
space, and facilities necessary to provide you and others of your choice vii th
a perfect environment.
11. POLITICAL PO':iER: You will be in a position to control the
destinies of most people in the civilizro
world. You will have absolute power to
institute any program or policy you
choose, and will be able to gain the cooperation of any person or organization
required by your purposes.
12. SOCIAL SERVICE: You will have the opportunity, the skill,
and the resources to serve the sick and
needy persons of the >·IOrld. Full effort
on your part will eliminate sickness and
need in your lifetime.
13. AN AUTHENTIC viORLD: You will live in a world in which all
people are open, honest, and totally able
to relate authentically with one another.
Whatever feelings exist will be openly
shared,
14. FAr<IE: You will receive the respect and admiration of all
and will be in demand at prominent social occasions
and de'cision-making conferences.
15. UNiv""ERSAL BROTHERHOOD: You •;<ill live in a loJOrld in which
equal opportunity for all and love of
one*s fellowman are recognized as the
primary values.
16. A PERFECT FAi'ULY LIFE: You and your family 'tlill experience
ideal relationships together, each finding the needed love and security to
assure personal growth \vithin the family
unit.
17. INNER PEACE: You will be free from all the inner conflicts,
secure in the knoNledge that you 1·1111 ah•ays
make right decisions and continue effective
personal functioning.
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18.

19.

20.
21.
22.
23.

Ifi'TELLIGENCE:

You will function at full mental capacity,
being able to perceive solutions to critical
problems and to understand logical relatio~
ships between ideas.
CREATIVITY: You will be able to formulate innovative ways
of communicating perceptive understandings.
You will have unusually fine command of
several art media, as well as verbal creativity.
HISDOM: You will have a mature understanding of life and
will be sought out by others to furnish advice and
counsel.
SELF-ESTEEM: You will respect yourself, knowing that you
are realizing your potential and that you
are a person of great worth.
DEEP FRIENDSHIPS: You will always have many close and
meaningful relationships with persons you
would choose to know well.
t-lATURE LOVE: You will attain lasting sexual and spiritual intimacy with another.

This game was adapted from Creative Learning Systems, Inc.,
Cleveland Heights, Ohio
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RESPONSES
Any family communication that is not "leveling" is
not real and cannot possibly lead to the trust and love that
nourishes members of the family. IF LEVELING SEEMS UNREALISTIC TO YOU -- YOU CAN STILL PLACATE, BLANE IF YOU LIKE, BE ON
A HEAD TRIP, OR BE DISTRACTING -- BUT YOU KNO\v WHAT YOU ARE
DOING AND SHOULD BE PREPARED TO TAKE THE CONSEQUENCES.
Remember that what goes on in a moment between two people
has many more levels than are visible on the surface. People
use these responses because for some reason they feel threate~
ed. Let•s take a look at these universal patterns of responses
people use to get around the threat of rejection. In all
cases the individual is feeling and reacting to the threat,
but because he doesn,•t want to reveal his o•cm \·Ieaknesses, he
attempts to conceal them in the follov1ing vmys:
PATTE.l'\NS:
Placating - so the other person doesn't get angry with
you.
·
2. Blaming - so the other person will regard you as stro~
and will feel guilty.
3. Computing - so the other person will regard you as
.
superior; make his threat seem harmless.
4. Distracting - ignore the threat; behave as though it
\'!ere not there; change the subject.
1.

HOl.·i TO HAKE T.P..ESE RESPONSES:

1.

2.

3.
4.

Placate:

Agree--whatever the other person wants is
okay. I am just there to make you happy.
Be a "yes man" -- ah1ays get approval.
Blame: You never do anything rightl ;vhat is the matter with you? Fault-find; be a dictator, boss.
Computer: Be ultra-reasonable; be the calm, cool,
collected type, but inside feel really vulnerable.
Distract: Use irrelevant words -keep spinning even
though you don't k.."low where you are going.

ATTITUDES OUR CULTURE HAS TAUGHT US TO BRING FORTi:i THESE RESPONSES:
1.

2.

3.

Placate:

Don•t impose; it's selfish to ask for things
for' yourself.
Blame: Don't let anyone put you down; don't be a COI'Iard.
Distract: Don•t be so serious; live it up;

Class Outline - Page 5

PO'.•IER OF THE KINDS OF RESPONSES HE HAKE:
1.

2.

3.
4.

Placating responses can evoke guilt
Blaming responses can evoke fear
Computing responses can evoke envy
Distracting responses can evoke longing for fun

so
If I evoke your guilt, you might spare me. If I evoke your
fear, you might obey me. If I evoke your envy, you might ally
with me. If I evoke your longing for fun, you might tolerate
me.
IN NO CASE, THOUGH, CAN YOU LOVE fv!E OR TRUST ME.
LEVEL \HTH EACH OTHER, ALL \VE CAN DO IS SURVIVE.

IF HE CAN 1T

*****************
TYPICAL CIRCUHSTANCES AND DIFFERENT WAYS OF COMT-1UNICATING:
Your husband comes home and finds the housework not done.
asks why things are in such a mess.
Placating:

Blaming:

"I•m really sorry; I'm just a terrible housei'rife,
I guess; I really wish I could do better. I was
afraid you'd get home before I 'lras ready for you .. ,
"You a1':1ays leave everything up to me and I'm so'
s>1amped I can't get everything done. You don't
appreciate all I have to do."
"I am sorry.
take over."

Computing:
Distracting:
Leveling:

If you can do better, why don't you

"I •ve made your favorite dessert for dinner."

"I decided to take the day off and go shopping with
Sue. I•ve had a delightful time--just got home a
half hour ago. I hope to do tomorrow the work I
planned to do today.

Your son has not made his bed and it upsets you because he
is so messy.
Placating:

He

"You feeling okay, Jim? You're doing okay, but
maybe you could do a little better?"
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Blaming:

"Don•t you ever take care of anything?
think you'd get caught, huh?"

Computing:

"You take our family's efficiency down.
you have a comment to make?"

Distracting:

Leveling:

Did't
\'Iould

(talking to other son) "Say, rl.rnold, is
your room about the same as Jim's? Tell Jic
to see his mother before he goes to bed."

''Jim, your room is in bad shape; please clean i t
up before you go to bed."

The kind of responses YOU give tell something about YOUR
feeling of self-worth. Our non-verbal communication tells
those about us when we are not leveling, \'lhen '.'/e are not sincere. You should have enough feeling of self-worth so that
you can honestly say why you think as you do.

NEXT \~EEK: Discuss situations where you use other than leveling responses.
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Return postcard accompanying Parish Shepherd letter

Date _ _ _ _ __
Dear Pastor Fogg:
I have prayerfully considered your invitation
to become a Parish Shepherd.
"With God •s help" I do hereby accept the responsibility and will work with you in this
important task: _________
Do not feel free to take this responsibility
for 1976. _ _ _ __
Signed: _________________
Signed: _______________
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FIRST EVANGELICAL CHURCH
OF' NORTH AMERICA

CHAALU E. f'OGQ, 0.0., P~.trra•
3'176 MART ORI'VII! N.

399·DC3·

455 Locust Street N.E., Salem, Oregon 97303
Phone (503) 581-0102

4~

TRYON N.E.
58l•3?B1

December 3, 1975

"Am I my brother's keeper?" The a~weJt .to Ca.Ut '<\ quution. ,U, a toud and ci.eM
"Yes, you are your brother's keeper!"
1 need a .team a6 ded.i.c.t:tted <\ hephe!l.d6 who tutU mu.etipty rr.y mi..n.-U..tlty t:tt ieM.t .twen.tlj
wnu. Eac.h Shephe!l.d w.iU. .take .the. &p.(JU.tuat, &oc..i.a.t a.nd oJtgan.i.za.ti.ortal ove.lt4.i.gh.t
6oJt &e.ven 011. eigltt 6ami..ty un.i..t4.
Spe.cA..Q..i.c.all.y, .th-iA me.an.4 be..ing a. pa4.t01!. .to thue &even. oJt eiglt.t 6a.'1U.Uu:
( 1) ge.ttin.g ac.qt.ta.in.ted wUlt .them, fl.now.Utg the cJU.e.dlr..en !l6 any) :tht:tt
Me. t:tt home., Jtemembe!l..in.g b.(.Jt:t/tda.tj& and ann..ive/1..4aJUU.

( 2) peJt6ol!.mi..ng pM.tol!.ai 6unc.tio~ ln. .theilt beha.£.6, c.hec.!Un.g on .them

when .they m-U.& clttll!.c.h, c.all..(.n.g ol!. in &orne wa.y Jtemembe.Jt.(.ng them
when they Me &lcfl..

I 3) en.c.otll!.aglng &mail gltaup 6e.U.oW6h.i.p& 6oJt c.e.tebl!.ation.4, 601!. Tii.bR.e
Study, and

601!.

6e.U.oLIJ4h.i.p.

(4) devetoplng the unUy o6 the c.ongl!.ega.ti.on by ma!U.ng J..tll!.e tht:tt
eveJtyon.e -iA ln6o~tmed a.nd by chan.netln.g .in60Jtrra.t<.on c.onc.eJtn-Utg
the una .to one. OQ the pMtolt4.
The ShepheJtd ,U, a. vUa..e .eln.k ln. a.n a.U-c.htll!.Ch pJLa.ye/1.. c.ha.in..
a c.o.tta.ge pJta.yeJt meeting ea.c.h week.

Eac.h wtil .&houtd have.

ShepheJtd.6 Me a.ppoln:ted oOl!. one. yeM and Me oubjec.t .to l!.eappo.Uvtmen.t. T/U-6
o6Qlce o0 Sltephe!l.d pJtovldu an oppol!.:tun.Uy 6oJt a. Jte.a.i J..p.(.M;tuat J..eJtvlce. Th.i.4
-iA peop.te .Utvo.f.ved wUlt peopte.
I Loa.nt. you an my ShepheJtd team. Ptea.4e pJta.yeJtouU!f co~.i.deJt .tw .ee.t.teJt a4 c. caU
o6 the. chtll!.c.h a.nd !:fOtll!. pa..&.tOJt to J..pec)..a.t &e!l.v.ice. I ha.ve pJta.ye!r.6u.ULJ .6ougltt God' 4
gu.i.da.nce in .the &e.tection. o6 pe.JtOo~ 601!. .th-iA key pM..i.t.A.on o6 gJte.t:tt l!.Upo~.ib.ili.ty.
You ca.n hetp bl!..i.ng Jte.v-tva.t.

Pa..&toJt Fogg
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HANUAL FOR PARIS'n SHEPHERDS

FAMILY AND PARISH LIFE PRCGRJl.H

DR. CHARLES FCGG
Minister of Family and Parish Life

REV. J Al·lES 'IUSANT

Associate Minister of Family and Parish Life

FIRST EVJl.NGEL ICAL CI-:'tJRCH

455 Locust Street, N. E.
Salem, Oregon 97303
Pho:1e: 581-0102
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FAHILY AND PARISH LIFE

The great task given to our church has been divided into ~any smaller ones. As
each smaller assignment is faithfully carried out, so the church is effective or
ineffective. We thank God for churches that are doing a great work for God and
people. Always, a successful church is the result of two things. First, the
division of a big task. Second, a systematic cooperation of a great n~ber of
people. These two elements ~ake for success in athletics, in business, and in
church life.

Th'E PLAN
The Salem First Evangelical Church has experienced a relt'.arl:able growth. With
present growth continuing, it is estimated that the church's membership will be
1,000 by 1980. The Family and Parish Life Program is designated to assure an increasingly meaningful relationship between the church and each member and f~.ily
unit. The church has been divided into tHenty geographical •.mits, called di•risions.
Each zone consists of from eight to ten families living in close proxird i:";. E:tch
division and each zone has a Parish Snepherd. The Zone Parish Shepherd iG a
representative of his church for the puroose of making personal c~ntacts in his
area.

1:-!E PUrt:PCSE
The D1 vision and Zone Parish chepherds are essentially "Lay Pastors". They proceed
·on the assurr.ption that there is no substitute f.H personal contact. As such, thE>y
are assistants to the ministers in sharing the concern of Christ's church for each
r..er..ber. Telephone calls are great, but a personal visit is able to produce mor<:
effective results.
Letters, telephone calls and other nailed materials are i;r.portant and shod::! nc:t
be neglected, but they do net take the olace of a ring of the door bell, a

~-;an:-.

greetin')" and the ;::heerful '"ords, '"de are calling for the church - h01·1 are you
getting along?" 3ecause of this personal and constant contact, no mer.ber becomes
ill, n0 family is bereaved, or faces a difficulty ·.d thout the church learning
ahct:t .it and standing •,;i th that person or family. I:t addition, each person is
assisted in becor:\ing involved in the church's progra.!n of •,;orshi;:, r,urture and service. Each heme is assisted in tl":e establishrnent and maintenance ·'Jf family worship.
Accorr.pl islunent o: these purposes ,..,ill prove that the gr'.JNing church is alsc a
friendly church.

1:-lE TEA1XEG OF PARISH Sl--'"EPHERDS
Evr;;~; Parish She~herd TtJill be asked t:J take training classes in tl:.e Scho'.Jl for
.il.dul t Leadership Training program in our c:turch. ::ormal trai!'ling pr:Jcedure r,vill
be over a period of three years.
It will cov8~ c-:)urses i:1 3ible, Co,Jnselirtq,
T:leolocy f'Jr Laymen, Churc:t Hi.story and Parish Lead~rshi;>. .f;. c,:,mplete knowlcd;""e
oi' the entire progral':> of t:..e First Evan::relical Church ·,riE be very ]..,el;:J:'12l.
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Upon the successful completion of this training program, the Parish Shepherd will
receive the Certificate of Lay Pastor, the highest certificate to be offered by the
School for Adult Leadership Training.
Parish Shepherds will be permitted to intern as Lay Pastors while they are in the
study program.

THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE PA..IUSH S:'l"'EPHERDS

THE DIVISION PARISH SHEPHERDS
l.

The Division Shepherd will assist the ministers of Family and Parish Life in
recruiting, training and motivating the Zo!1e Shepherds.

2.

He 1-1ill supervise the activities in each zone and assist the Zone Shepherds
in every possible way.

3,

He Hill distribute and collect packets for Zone Shepherd's use.

4.

He should keep handy, at all times, an UP-to-date list of all Zo!1e Shepherds,
giving addresses and telephone ;m.mbers, This '..rill create a telephone !1et-work
that will bind our congregation together into one vibrant, living c~ror.nnication
system for use in any meaningful situation where in:portant nE':.;S must be transmitted quickly and personally to every member,

THE ZOHE PARISH SHEPHERDS
1.

Become acquai!1ted
The Zone Shepnerd will become acquainted with his zone peorlc, It wiE dOJ
them good to know what a representative of the church, ~r!-,o is a neiqhb8r, is
esp<;;cially interested in thim. In visiting their hcmes, he should talk al:nut
them, their work, family, etc. and do a bt cf listenincr. '•nen possible he
should share his knowledge o:: Christ and the church.

2,

Every Family Involvement
The Zone Shepherd should look hr his people at c!curch and k!\ow Hhether or
not they are attending. :-!e should ascertain whether or not t!:'tey are getting
involved in the •-rork and the worship of the church. If not, the Zone Shepherd
should do his utm8st to interest them. If he needs assistance, h~ should
indicate this on the report sheet (see attached samolc) so that the ministers
may r.elp him,

3.

The Zone Shepherd should notify the c!-.urch of any situation in t!1e horr.e that
needs special follow-up, by making notations on the rep~rt sheet. He should
indicate Hhether there is need for food or clothing, if there is despondency
or illness, or E there are spiri b:al problems t':la t should be attended t:>.
Ee should do all he can to minister to the needs of his people and ':le should
hlloH up to be sure their needs are met.
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Show love
'1/hen the Zone Shepherd bec::lrnes aware of a special problem, S')me bereavement or
burden, he should assist the member of family and enlist the assi~tance of his
zone people if there are ways in which they may cooperate with irn in helping
his people.

s.

New members
When new members are received into the church and added to hi.s zone, upon
notification by the church office, the Zone Shepherd should make a call upon
the new member or family, introduce hirn~elf as the Zone Shepherd and indicate
ways in which he may be of help. He should explain the purpose and importance
of our Church and Corrmunity organization.

6.

Corr~nication

The Zone Shepherd should keep handy, at all times, an up-to-date list of all
families in his zone, giving addresses and telephone numbers. This will enable him to communicate quickly with each family, passing along pertinent and
important information, as given to him by the Division Shepherd.
7.

Information
Briefing sessions will be held from time to time to keep Division and Zone
Shepherds abreast of special facets of the church's life and progress to be
emphasized and new plans and expectations.
Ch'URCH GREETERS

All Parish Shepherds are asked to be Church Greeters at the entrances of the sanctuary before each worship service. This will enable the Parish Shepherds to become
better acquainted with the members of the church and to recognize the members of
their division or zone. The objective is to make sure everyone, merr~ers and
visitors alike, are given a hearty welcome. A special effort is made to recognize
first-time guests, give them a special welcome, have th~~ sign the guest register
and wear a flower for guest identification. Guests are invited to the patio after
1-mrshi9 (or Fires ide Room), for fellowship with church members. Each Parish Shepherd is scheduled to serve as greeter for one month at a time.
CONVALESCENT HOME PARISH ShePHERDS
The Convalescent Home Parish Shepherds endeavor to effectively cover a designated
convalescent horne and to bring the love of Jesus Christ to as many of the residen:s
as possible. A..rt appointt·.ent is rr:.ade ·.1ith the manager of t~e home to ·..:h~m the plan
is eA-plained and ·..rhose cooperation is enlisted. The plan is t:) encourage farr.ilies
:Jf

the church to ado;± a granciparer>.t in the conval:scer.t heme.

par-=nt :neans t:; visit this person a min.:i.rrJ. U!l of every other

T.o adoP: a grand-

for appraxir.;ately
thirty ~inutes, depending on the health of the grandpar8nt. Tile concern normally
sh(wrn for our :JWn t;randparent v10uld be shared with the adopted grandparent, such
as r~mer.-.berir.g birthdays and special days.
deek

1
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Each Division and Zone Shepherd is encouraged to lead or becorr.e a part of a Srnall
Group within his area. A Sr~ll Group has such characteristics as:
A deep concern for each other.
!-lo!'\esty and openness between those in the
Co.:nplete acceptance of each other.

grou~.

The purpQSe of a &tall Group is t11 relate vertically to God and horizontally to
each r::ther. It is a :r.eans of findi~g the will of God and doing it. The material,
'·"5nall Felloto~ship Group," is most helr.ful in understanding, organizing and experiqncing the ciynar:-.ics involved in 5nall Gr.:)urs.

The function of these Shepherds is to maintain a current li~t of those away fro!:!
hrJme includi:tg those in military service, in c:Jlleqe-, ~t:::. A personal l.ett<?r from
a rr.inister of ')1Jr church is sent once a month t:J each person on t:--.e !.ist .,.,i th a
Sunday Bulletin and a Gu1depost included in the mailing. An 0utsta.ndirv7 part of
this ~reject is t!le =:ost-A-Hari:~e Program. '!'.hi<5 involves families Qf the church
hcsti!!'; one or several ~·!a.rines em various holiday ·..reek: ends. Tnis :nea.ns havinq
then: in their how.e as part of their £amily to show them Christian warmth ar.d love.

n; CC:ICLUSICN
Our church is rGceivinq record numbers of new r'i',errbers. It is a.lr-2ady a sizeable
church. We must r~tairt, in active fellowship, all who join our churcr. family. You
are involved in a tremendously i:rrportant task. Cor.;;ra tula i:ions or. being a part of
i. t!
As you pray and ;.;ark, God will bless you beyond your f0r.dest expectat:ons!
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SEEPHE:ID

DATE
TELEPHOIIE truHBER

ZCNE N:lMEER

FA!1ILY SHEeT

(Please r.-.ak:e brief surr.mary of call made - i.nfcm.aticn that Hill hell) the church,)

(Please rr.ake brief swcr.;ary of call made -

infom.atio~.

that will help t!:te church.)

Class Outline for Principles of Teaching

1

PRINCIPLEe OF TE.l\.CHIEG

\1HAT IS DISCOVERY

LEAR~TD!G?

Thr•:>ugh this approach students:
Disc::>verJ Learning is a l~arn-bv-doing
met~od in which ~ach student finds out
for himself,

1.

Gain basic k:nm·rledge

You use the inductive method and go
from the particular (problem) to the
general (solution).

2.

Devclo9 the ability to ask questians.

In t._l]is inquiry-c·=ntered approach you
answ::r the questions >vhy and how rather
than the tradi tbnal 'nho, •rhat and '"hen,

3.

Develop atti b.:des and value judgments,

4,

Adopt new cehavior patterns.

HoH d::.es this method of teachina work:?
l.
Students observe and study - S~Jdents read the Scripture text
and other material and present supplementary teaching r.~terial to
cover the basic content of the lesson, Encourage students to add
t::. your resources.
2,
Students analyze th.; text and related rna terial--Studen ts individually and/or in groups determine what the material is saying.
Students classify the material--Students break tl'.e text and
related material into logical groupinas and analyze them,

3.

4,
Students generalize their findings--\·lorking from the S!Jecific
material, students find general concepts and soultions.
5.
Students compare and evaluate their findings--Sb.:dents do not
have to reach the same solutbns but should ce able to defend the
position vrhich they have reached,
6,
Students accept or reject the teaching--Learning is only accorr~
plished when knmvledge is acted upon to chanqe a life. Students
must be receptive to the Scriptural truth and cannot be forced to
accept it.
During bis discovery precess the teacr.er
acts as a guide and resource person and
encouraqes, clarifies, points o'lt, and in
every way pcs3ible aids the learning process.

Roleplay--Set up a problem in interpersonal relati.:ms involving ·bm (or a
s~all num~er of) people.
Do not suggest
solutions. Select a person to play each
role and let them act out the s0lution.

In Sunday School, students expect to be
bld the anS\ver because that is traditional. This method is therefore harder
tl:-.an t:-:e tradi tionaJ. l"cture or questionand-answer methods, But students are
used t'J it in public education and will
be able to work: with the teacher.

Case Study--Present a case history of
scmeone who has "A~erienced this oroblem
and let the group analyze and evaluate
his solution and dete~ine possible a~
ternate solutions.
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wnat teaching meth~ds should you use?
(F~most any method can be adapted f~r
use ~ith this teaching method. The
follo,'ling especially lend themselves
to discover/ learning,)

2

Simulation Games--Students play a game in
which they actually enter into the problem and its solution and experience the
results.
Buzz Groups--Students break into 58all
groups and brainstorm possible answers
and solutions,

HOvl 00 YOU DETERHil\E YOUR LESSJN AIH?
A vague lesson aim \·I ill usually result in vague teaching,
goal if you don't knm.; >·That it is.

You can't accorr.plish a

1.

Do not necessarily ado~tthe lesson aim as stated in your &1nday School curricullli~.
That is an aim general en~ugh for thousands of classes, Revise it to suit
your needs,

2.

Read the Scripture passage several times.
through it.

3.

Consider the needs and interests of your class and individual students in relation t~ the Bible truth you've discovered,

4.

Read L~e Scripture again along with the curriculum and related study materials.
Keep in mind student needs and Scriptural truth.

5.

Determine ,.,-.hat you "Ha:tt the class t;:) learn ar.d Hhat you r.-rar.t t::> happen.

tr.e awount of time you have in class.
:·Irl te down the aim f')r your class.

7.

There are three basic educational goals,
fit one primarily,

Y"Jur specific aim for each lesson \o!ill

Recall of facts or inf.:orr.,ation
Rec::;gni tion of facts
~,in~inq that brings ideas together
Co~~unicating

Attitude (feeling)
l.

Dnderstandi~g

2.

Changes in inter~st or values
Creative thinking
Ins!')irati.on

3.
4.
C.

3e concise ar.d specific.

Knowledge (knowing)
1.
2.
3,
4.

B.

Consider

Be realist::.c in detemining your goals,

6.

A.

List Hhat God cor.rc.unicates to you

'3ehavi:Jr (doing)
l.
2.

Pr::::blem s,Jlvi!"l.g

3.

Helping others

Self-help

4.

Pr::>jects

A well th:Jught 011t, specific g0al is r.:sst easily accorr.plisPed. This sho'llld aid the
ul ti:-:.ate g::.al of the Su:~.day School which is it:±.nning st'.lden::s t:J Jesus Christ and
helpin'J them b grow in the Christian life.
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SYLLABUS
SALT PROGRAM
"Sharing Your Faith"

I.

Course Description
Various methods of evangelism are studied with each student involved in
the practice of personal evangelism.

A particular method suitable for

use in the context of the local church is studied and practiced in depth.
II.

Course Aims
A.

Develop a Biblical philosophy of personal evangelism with special
emphasis on qualifications of the individual.

B.

To gain working acquaintance wich literature and materials useful in
personal evangelism.

C.

To develop a practical, working knowledge of the Bible.

D.

To develop a working knowledge of methods in leading men to the
Lord Jesus Christ.

III.

Course Method
A.

Text:

Sharing Your Faith by Hitt

B.

The course is organized around class lectures and discussions.

The

actual practice of evangelism through the ministry of the local church,
and the individual research and study of the textbook material.
IV.

Course Requirements:
A.

The text is to be read carefully and fully.

B.

Each student is expected to have and read the following supplementary
material: Four Laws booklet; Steps to Peace With God booklet; God's
Plan of Salvation booklet.
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Each student is to thoroghly familiarize himself with at least three
different plans of personal evangelism and commit to memory one of
these plans.

D.

A notebook is to be built containing: Weekly log and evangelism
experiences; Notes from classroom lectures, and discussions; Miscellaneous materials pertaining to the work of evangelism.

E.

Your written testimony will be added to your notebook.

F.

The following verses are to be memorized: John 3:16, John 10:10,
Romans 5:6-8, Ephesians 2:4-5, Romans 3:10, Romans 3:23, Romans 5:12,
Romans 6:23, Jeremiah 17:9, James 4:17, John 3:36, John 14:6,
Ephesians 2:8-9, John 1:12, Romans 10:9-10, I John 5:11-12,
I John 5:13, Rev. 3:20, John 3:3

V.

Selected course bibliography (highly recommended)
Delemarter and Kingsley,

§£

Coleman, Robert F, The Master Plan of Evangelism
Kennedy, James D., Evangelism

,

Explosion
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S:ECOL FOR ADULT L:t:ADERSHIP TPJ\I!: TI!G
First Evangelical Church
455 Locust Street, N.E.
Salem, Oregon 97303
PERSON-'!0-PERSJN EVANGELISM
(Sharing Your Faith)
K~w

jJTTRCDUCTION:

l.
2.

3.

to present Christ through Evangelistic
Campus Crusade for Christ

Technique~

of

"H-)'.-1 to Experience God's Love and Forgi veness" 1 •

l·1otivation:
1.1 Benefits from use of these techniques

Directions: L"\structions for making your wi bess effecti Ye
2.1 Hmv to motivate others to use the Four Spirih.al La>'s
2. 2 H:n-: to introduce the Fo•.2r Spiritual Laws J:ooklet
2. 3 !:o1v to present the Four Spiritual Laws
2.4 How to enccurage a person to pray to receive Christ
2.5 How to assure a pers·:m that Christ is in his life
2. 6 Hm-1 to respor1d t.:> various ans>..,ers b the questions in the :cour Law
J:ooklet
2. 7 Eow to survey people in a community
2.8 EoN t:: open and close the religiot!S surv-=y
2. 9 How b proceed through the content of the religi·:ms survey
2.10 How to close the religious survey and "'ake a transi t!.on inb
a presentation of the Four Spiritual Laws
2.11 How to be effective in using the survey
2.12 H:J11l to present the gos~el through the use of the 11 Good News 11 OOokl-=t,
the Four Spiritual Laws for children comic J:ook f:>rm
2.13 Ho;J b prepare a personal testimony
2.14 Hm-1 to share your testimony
2.15 Iim: to relate to the ir.dividual with whom you are sharing Christ
2.16 How to rr.ak:e evangelistic contacts
2.17 Hmr b share Christ with close friends and r;,latives
Individual Follo-;.;-Up:

Ho•..r to establish the ne"..r Ch:>:istian in His Faith

1
In troducticn: "How to be Filled 1-1i th the Spiri t" •
3.1 Ber.efi ts of a good plan of follo1-1-up
3.2 Aids for pro~~tin~ spiritual growth
3.2a H2c..; to intr:>d,lce the :foly Spirit booklet
3. 2b Hm'l to realize the full potential of be Holy 2piri t J:ooklet

1.

Campus Crusade f:or Christ, Lay Institute

1-~nual
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PERSJN-TO-PERSJN EVANGELISH

LESSJN PLAN:
~~terial

First week:

Cover

to 2,3

Second week:

Cover material to 2,11

Third \·teek:

Practice Presentation of Four Spiritual Laws
Booklet and the Religi::>us Survey

Fourth week:

Cover material to 2,17

Fifth 1veek::

Cover rna terial to 3. 2b

Sixth week:

Practice Presentation of Four Soiri tual Laws Booklet
and the Holy Spirit Book: 1.et

Seventh week: Field Experience

1?0

Handout with Sharing Your Faith Class

FIRST EVANGELICAL CHURCH
"SHARDIG YOUR FAITH"

I.

Determine the Seeker's mind
A.

Justification:

1.

Have you ever been truly saved?
a.
b.
c.
d.

B.

sin)

Sanctification:

1.

E!"ave you ever had a definite sanctif;ri'rl.g
done in your heart?

2.

If not:

vror~::

of God

Consecrate all t::J God
Die out completely to all unbelief and inward sin.
Believe Jesus Christ tc sanctify- He 1dll do it.

Advice to Seeker:
A.
3.
C.
D.

kno~·Tn

If a person is backslidden, the p:rocedure is the sarr.e
as alx>ve.

a.
b.
c.
II.

Re9ent (in your heart, turn from all
Confess all to Christ
Ask for forgive;;Believe Christ to save - He will.

Reclarr.ation:
l.

C.

(If not, the order is:)

Daily read God's 1\'ord
Daily pray (Private and family)
Fello~1ship with believers
Begin to tithe to God's work
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TEACHING ADULTS
Robert Wood, Instructor
I.

Getting the Vision

II.

Facing Adult Problems in Christian Education

III.

Becoming Acquainted with the Nature and Needs
of Adults

IV.
V.

Preparing to Teach Adults Creatively
Considering Specialized Aspects of Christian Education
for Adults
Session I

I.
II.

Introduction --Roll taking
Ice-Breaker
Have all class members write out completion of this
statement:
"I wish I were ..•.••...•.. "

III.

IV.

quote John l:l-3
II Timothy 3:16-17
John 16:13-15
Who are adults?
A.

B.

Young Adults (Their Concerns)
Age approximately 21-40
l. Seek adventure
2. Independence
3. Training
4. Employment
Middle Adults 35-60
1. "Middle Age" depends on a person's attitude
2. Children leavin~
3. Falling apart (middle age spread)
4. Fatigue more easily
5. Beset with physical problems
6. Changing - aging problems
7. Fading sex life
8. Changing food and health habits
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C.

D.

E.

Older Adults
1. Socially more isolated (lonely?):
2. Facing death
3. Living patterns again changing
4. May be stereotyped as "helpless"
5. Other social problems. If we reject them, they
will reject themselves.
The Divorced
1. Facing social attitudes
2. Housing pattern
3. Remarriage possibilities
4. The stability of remarriage?
The widowed
1. Special opportunity for church
cc:

V.

VI.

ICL "Adult Life Cycles"

Place on chart or chalkboard the first five units that
will be considered during the course of these ten lessons.
Discuss in more detail.
Stress reason for concern for Adult Education
A.
B.
C.

D.

There are more adults
Adults are living longer:
1. 1950-1960 -- 34% more over 65
-- 60% more over 85
Adults CAN learn
(note here obstacles to overcome)
1. Lack of motivation
2. Lack of discipline - too involved
3. Thought patterns set
4. Lack of challenge
5. Feeling of inadequacy
6. Frozen social group
7/ Formally achieved education goals
(note here advantages of adult learning situation)
1. He sees pcaatical application from observation,
experience
2. He has maturity in setting goals
3. They have gotten beyond the trauma and turmoil
of adolescence
4. He is more aware of need for education
5. There are more experiences to draw from
Adults MUST Learn
(There are problems too big for any but adults to
solve)
1. Molding a society, family, and trends
2. Possibility of Communist takeover
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E.

3.

How to control crime ·

4.

The ecology problem- resources

5.

Population explosion

6.

Need for Gospel to check alien philosophies

7.

Effect of computer on economics

8.

Downward trend in morals (pornography)

Scriptural principles of teaching

nlJ.
l c::,
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TEACHING ADULTS
Session II
"Knowledge, Inspiration, Motivation"
II Timothy 2:2 and 2:24
"Keep it simple and make it fun" --- KISMIT
I.

II.

Scriptural principles of teaching
A.

Teach key men and women to win many

B.

Keep teaching simple but reinforced

C.

Methods should fit cultural context and situation

D.

Teaching should be planned, organized, consistent

E.

Reach the head of the home first

Ten valid goals for Christian Education, or
What should Christian Education do for adults?
A.

Experience

:B,

Maturity

c.

Life philosophy

D.

Instruction

E.

Understanding Ourselves

F.

Responsibility

G.

\Htnessing

H.

Fellowship

I.

Service

J.

Leadership

!ll"EXT 111EEK:

Compile a list of questions most often asked
by adults to whom you witness.

1?5
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TEACHING ADULTS
Session III
"Knowledge, Inspiration, Motivation"
Bible truths:

II Chronicles 1:10, 11, 12
Proverbs 10:14, 24:5
Hosea 4:6
II Peter 3:18
GROW

Review main outline through "Adults MUST learn"
Call

f~r

assignment - discuss

Follow up on discussion of "Ten Valid Goals"
Research your Bible Book store for film strips on adult
teaching.
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TEACHING ADULTS
Session IV
"Knowledge, Inspiration, Motivation"
Suggestion:

Start a card file on questions and answers of
such headings as
God
Evil
Ethics
Resurrection
It will be helpful to look into professional
educational journals for possible teacher
"behaviors". Following suggestions by Dr. Frank
Williams:
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

Text:

Paradoxes - such as "the burrier I go the
behinder I get!"
Attributes
Analogies
Discrepancies
Provocative questions

"Tv;enty four ways to Improve Your Teaching"
Kenneth Gangel, Victor Books, 1974
Teaching methods as found in text:
1.
2.

3.
4.

Teacher to student
Student to teach~r
Two-way communication
Group activities

by
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TEACHING ADULTS
Session V
Assignment:

Research and brainstorm on one of the following
for next class session
1·.
2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

Lay Evangelism
Home Bible Classes
Group Dynamics
Service projects - singly, or to involve
entire class
The divorced or one parent family
The wido\~ed
The Aged -retirement Homes -Group care
Retarded or disadvantaged
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Course Outline for Teaching Children
SCHOOL FOR ADULT LEADERSHIP TRAINING
First Evangelical Church
455 Locust Street, N. E.
Salem, Oregon 97303
SYLLABUS: "Teaching Children"
"Make Learning a Joy!"

Proverbs 15:2

'''"a wise teacher makes learning a joy."
1.

What is teaching ... what is learning?
Children around the world are discovering the wonder of God's love
AND the value of His truth for their lives through the means of
effective teaching and learning in the Sunday School. This session
will help us discover the principles of the teaching-learning
processes! For the teacher, who teaches is a guide and facilitator
in the learning of God's precious Word. There are many "job
opportunities."

2.

Knowing the Learner:
To discover "clues" through better understanding the areas of
interest and need of each student, will be the goal in this session.

3.

Schedules and Times!
Teaching is MORE than Sunday morning! Visitation, Follow-up, Total
morning, evening and week day ministries fill a teacher's schedule.

4.

Questions Teachers ask How to:

5.

guide a child to a decision for HIS faith.
build relationships between home and church.
provide for differences in your student's abilities.

Techniques and methods in preparation and presentation.
"Pegs" to guide your preparation with the "end result" - GOOD
presentation. Emphasis on methods geared to age-group abilities
to discover Bible truth.

6.

Discipline, with love.
Are classroom appearance and classroom control a part of teaching
children? Effects and rules to guide in these areas.

7.

Summing it ALL up!
Evaluation is valuable, a real secret to success. Some tips for
guiding your weekly, monthly evaluation and planning--with plenty
of time for questions and answers in the summary of our sessions
together.

e of tl1e Btb

Course Outline for

S::EOCL FOR ADULT LEADERSHIP TR.Anm;G

First Evangelical Church
455 Locust Street, N.E.
Salem, Oregon 97303

SYLLABUS:

"Use Of Ycur Bible"

COCJRSE ::lES::RIPTICN

1.

2.

To present a brief history o: b.e Bible
To show how the Sible text was preserved,
and that the Bible 1{e no~r have is indeed the word Q;: God.

3.

To present reasons ~...re believe the Bible.

4.

T::> evaluate modern criticism C~f the Bible, givin;:r
an~{ers and providing resC~urces to meet these problems.
To present helps and methods for Bible Study leading
to persnnal enrichr..ent.

5,

C::JURSE REQTJIREHENTS:

Read:

Your Bible (text)

Pr.;pare noteoook and notes, questions and an&ders, vocabularj'

C2URSE OUTLINE
Session 1 - In traduction ::>f Course
2 - Our English Bible and How ''ie Got It
3 - Why Christians Believe the Bible
1 - ;·lhJ Hrcte the Bible

5 - Preservation Of the Bible,
6 - Helps for Bible Sb1dy
7 - Bible Study methods
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rr~.:;r ~=·,, .!Ic~::(~li!. ::n.JR~H

455 Loc:1:"'t
Saltm .

St:""ee·~,

O~e.J'~n

N.

£.

:..-·'JJ:=!

SCHOOL FOR ADULT LEADERSHIP T~INING
Syllabus for
l-lodern Hedia in Cottmunications
Terry W. Sanders

Spring Term, 1976

INTRODUCTION
This course is designed to reacquaint the learners of the basic media in use today, to acquaint further the operation of the media, and to help in obtaining a
familiarity with the media as to provide a more creative and learning classroom experience.
OBJECTIVES
Leader's goals:
the media.

To provide the basic material to aid the learning in knowing
To provide "classroom" experiences that are meaningful and

learningful.
To guide in the use of media and how to make it effective.
Learners' goal~: To obtain a background of the ways God uses audio-visual
techniques.
To obtain a flavor for the value of using audio plus visual in
teaching.
To demonstrate a skill in the use of audio-visual equipment.
To obtain a taste for communication theory and how to apply it
to the classroom situation.
To develop ways, ideas, systems and programs to enhance the
learning rf his/her learner(s).
TEXTS: In the main - Gene A. Getz. Audio Visual Media in Christian Education.
1972 ed. The Holy Bible by God
In the way: Communication Theory by Mortensen.
Sermon entitled SALT delivered in the 1800's by ----------------------COURSE CONTENT:

Terry Talk; Tinker Time; To do's; Bring backs; How Now

COURSE OUTLINE:
Week l - Basic Bible Background (Introduction, too)
Week 2 -What's What?
Week 3 - Show and Tell - Projectors
Week 4 - Demonstration (Plan Ahea)d
Week 5 - Show and Tell, continued - Others
Week 6 - Practical Points in Pressing for Progression in Pupils
Week 7 - Prize Size
BRING BACKS - Home work in simplistic form
TO DOs - Project for showing during Prize Size for Sunday School Teachers; Use
more than two pieces of media in your Sunday School class to present
a lesson to your pupils.
FOR OTHERS.W/Us: Use ~wo pieces of media to teach your class some Sunday morning.
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FIRST EVANGELIC.;L CHURCH
455 Locust Street, N. E.
Salem, Oregon 973·)3
SCHOOL FOR ADULT LEADERSHIP TRAINING
Modern Media in Communications
Week No. 1 - Outline
Basic Bible Background
Key Verse: Proverbs 20:12

"The. he.aM.ng ealt, and .the. .oee..i.ng elje., .the. Lo!r..d ha.o made.
bo.th o 6 .them. "

(There are seven references to Media in the Bible: Not real important
Esther 1:3, 14, 18, 19; 10:2; Isaiah 21:2; and Daniel 8:20)
God's creation of man was with five senses. Through the Bible He has used both the
eye-gate and the ear-gate to bring man back to Himself.
TO GOD'S USES OF AUDIOVISUAL METHODS
Noah - Genesis 9:12-17
Abraham - Genesis 12:1-4; 15:2,4,6
Moses -Ex. 3:3-4; 4tl-9; Ten Plagues -Ex. 7-12; Wilderness - 13:21; 14:21-28;
15:23-25; 16:10-15; 17:5-7; Joshua 3
Law - Deut. 5:1; Ex. 19:13-16; Deut. 5:4, 5, 22; 6:6-9
Ahijah - I Kings 11:29-31
*Ezekiel - E. 4:1-3; 5:1-3, 12
Jesus - Matthew
Child faith- 18:3-6; Birds- 6:26; Lilies- 6:38; Coin- 22:15-22;
John Wind- 3:8

MAI~REFERENCES

COHNUNICATION THEORY
What is communicating? or What is communicating?
Verbality vs. Non-verbality
Small Group? The disciples were twelve in number.
Miss Understanding
Object to Object?
Wild Organized Related Direct §ymbols
WORDS
Symbols vs. Signs
Memorize vs. Learn
OBJECTIVE
To get idea of audiovisual concept through use of own on-person "thing" to share
with the group.
OTHER BIBLE REFERENCES TO CHECK
A) I Samuel 15:27-28
B) I Kings 19:19-21
C) I Kings 20:35-43
D) Psalm 19:1-6
E) Jeremiah 16:1-9

F)
G)
H)
I)
J)

Jeremiah 19:1-15
Jeremiah 43:8-13
John 3:1-21
John 4:1-41
John 21:1-25
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FIRST EVANGELICAL CHURCH
455 T.,o~us ~ Stree·c, J{. E.
tialem, Oregon 97303
SCHOOL FOR ADULT LEADERS!!IP TRAINING
Modern Media in Communication
Spring Term, April, 1976

Terry Sanders, Inst.

Week No. 2 - What's Wnat?
PR~JECTORS:

Movie - l6mm
8mm

- Super 8mm
Film - Strips
- Slides
Overhead Opaque

OTHERS:
Objects
Models
Exhibits
Observation Trips
Illustrations
Graphics
Visual Boards
Nonprojected still pictures
Recordings - Cassette
- Reel-to-Reel
- Homemade
- Commercial
- Records
-VTR
Literature

Most important in media is not the machine, but the
teacher. Proverbs 15:23, "A ma.lt luu. joy .in a.n a.p.t
a.n6Welt, And how de£.4Jh.t6uf. i.A a. .t.i.mel.y w011.d."
Proverbs 5:12-14: shows responsibility to teachers.
Proverbs 6 and 30 are more ex~Jples of a great teacher
using visual things to teach about a Godly life.
Proverbs 10:11 "The. mouth

on li.fie."

on

.the. !Ughteot.l6 i.A a. 6ountcUn

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
The School for Adult Leadership Training has been
in operation five terms to date.

One hundred eighty-three

lay people have been involved in the program, with sixty
students reaching the level of Intern.
This writer believes that the word

11

involvement''

is an indication of what has taken place at Salem Evangelical Church since the conception of SALT.

The involvement :n

this program has created a need for other programs that
have developed along v·ith the training program.

As adults

have been actively involved. programs have arisen to include
the rest of the family.
crafts

For instance

children's choirs,

Bible study, and missions emphasis have operated

at each age level during the terms, along with nursery superv1sion.
As each term has unfolded, the program has remained
flexi.ble in order to create a better educational process in
which to train lay people.
Perhaps the SALT program could be summed up in a
statement overheard by the v:riter:

''This 1s the best thing

the church could have offered me outside of Christian fellowship.!!
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